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FOREWORD

/

1

In 1968 Lassar GOtkin,established the Interdependent Learning Model (ILM). The model is one of the

fourteen original' innovative approaches to EcFly Childhood Education that have participated for over a de-

cade an the United States Department of Educilioh's national Follow Through program. Follow Through, a cd-

prehenqve,program similar to Head Start, was designed to enhance the education of.children in kindergarten

1

through`the third grade from lowtincome families. The Departmeet f Education supporis the developers of

the educational models at universities, colleges, and Regional Educational Laboratories; and the school sy-

stems that -- through their.affiliationswith the sponsoring institutions--use the various approaches.

r
4

From 1968 to 1972 Nbw York University sponsored the ILM. 'It was one of the projects in the Universi-

ty's Institute for Developmental Stud;es, In 1971 Lasser Gotkin died. In 1973 the model was ttans(gred to

the New York City University Graduate 'School's sConnufritj Research Oirvice Center, under the direction of

Harold Freeman, Jr.- -who continued systematically to develop and refine the model's methOds. The CUNY Grad-

uate School sponsored the ILM until 19761 when it was again transferred--this time kdrFordham University's

Graduate Schddl of Iducation. In spite 14 these institutional changes the ILM staffs have consistently per-

formed four essential functions: provided training in the model's philosophy and practices for teachers,

administrators and parents;'developed formcive evaluation, training,'and prototype curriculum materials;

monitored' implementation; and valuated the''' effects of the model's methods on children; The maintenance of

this fourfold thrust has resillted in a relatively complete--thoUgh far less than perfect--model. The ILM is
no longer a didactic experiment. The value of its philosophy, its teaching methods, its materialp, and its

complementary formative evaluationlystem have been proven successful. '

Since 1966 the. ILM has been implemented in'po public school projects; one 141 Atlanta, Georgia; and

one ieNew York City's Community School District). In 1977 the Atlanta project was certified as. exemplary

by the Department of Education'sloipt Dissemination Review Panel. The project's validation 'was based on

formal evidence of the model's extraordinarily po4tive effects on the children in six ILM schools in that

systOm. The Atlanta project was supsequently awarded a federal grant to establish a Resource Center for

educators throughout the natio'''. Oe'Center staff engages primarily in disseminating information about the

\ *ILK, Ind training administrators and teachers who wish to. adopt the educational apprOadh. The Resource '.

Center--callePGames Children Play..."--operates within the Department of Education's National Diffusion

Network (0). So far, fifteen school systems end.day'care programs have adopted the Ilitteaching-leirning
proceises. These fifteen adoption projectsilocated in rural, small town, and inner city urban communities

--serve children up to the sixth grade from low-, middle-, and upper-income families. ,Kit

May 1981
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PREFACE

The Interdependent Learning Model is a comprehensive approach to full-day iliazultqlOn for preschool

through grade six that focuses on how children learn, and can be used to redrganize and strenten most pre-
echoes], and elementary school curricula. The model's processes place equal emphasis 'on teachin children.

I

ac demic skills and certain values, attitudes,'and behaviors, It uses a classroom management system that is

ba ed on a coherent, complementary set of social interactions combinedliith games and' play as the formal

instructional method to teach children: interdependence; independence; cooperation; postive self-concepts;

positive attitudes toward learning; learning-howrto-learn skills; effective communication ,and observational

skills; and the full array of traditional basic academic skills. The' activities and methods designed to

achieve these developmental goals are ekpressed/in terms bf the cultures, environments, and communities of
/the children in an ILM classdom.

Because iti educational goals include the formation' of attitudes and the acquisit On of concepts abd

skills,;the 1114 is not a simple, etraightforparecurriculum model, Nevertheless, Iit w i obvious from the

very beginning that if the unique form of instruction--games andaplaywas to be used s ceseully, tie ILM
stiff would have to develop training *terials that teachers could, also use as examples f thb-model's pro-

cesses, and of the game materials they* ere required to create to engage the individual earning styles.an&
needs ,of their students. That reasoning led to the development of this manual, the othe a in this series,'

and 'the Street /Folk/Musical Cameo manuals. Although these, manuals contain an abundance o materials, they

were only intended to suggest the unlimited universe of game and content possibilities th t may be used to

teach, not asfinite curricula. In all cases, school system curriculum gui,ies will provid the specific

subject matte that may be included in the games at each grade or age.

) -LOPMENT OF THE CONVERSATION GAMES

In the history of the ILM te ing-learning processes, gtiding children towards the acquisition of

effective communication skills has always been of primari, importance. The urgency with which this feat re

of the model was ehasized derived from then-current research (ca., 1968) showing that in traditional ele-

mentary school claisrooms teachers: dominated almost all communication episodes; initiated dialogues,

talked the greatest percentage of,time, and controlled the personal interactions and subject matter; rarely

discussed feelings and interpersonal relationships; and, generally, asked children stereotyped, clOsed-end,

factual type questions.
,

At the same time other studies showed that creating educational environments in which young childrtn

ere encouraged -- through ordinary verbal communication--totare their thoughts, experiences, opinions, and

ormation tended to further their cognitive development,, gave them a prmer grasp of the, objective world,

an increased their problem-solving abilities. These latter findings were not .surprising to members of the

11
iii
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UM group, who had witnessed--even in cursory field' observations- -the constant verbal exchange of ideas,

questions, word play, repartee, andtinstruction among childrs :play. SinCe the group had already de-

! cidedto develop a cohesive set'of formal teach' methods Iiied chiefly on the Culture of Childhood, it

seemed logical,to incl ude some forms of games 'and play requiring communication betieen childrdne,and between

children' and teacher. Changing the traditional flow or pattern of oral communication would enhance the

.children's arning and, more importantly, fit perfectly 'into the structured; but "open classroom" environ-

ment the gr p had'chosen as the vehicle for the model's teaching-learning processes.
, .

\

The first attempts to reconcile what was known about.children's readiness and,capacity for sustained

oral'comiunioation and the usual suppression of it in classrooms was theinacted Communication Curriculum.

In,l960 Ann Shaw began the primary work on the Curriculum. It was introduced to ILM teaching teams (i.e.,

certified teachers :and teacher aides or assistantWand children that same year. The purposes of the En-

acted Communication Curricului was to promotelle sharing ,of Nees and feelings and to increase the levels

of creative expresgion among children. ThesOloals were realized in the Curriculum through building sensory

awareness ani entouraging,spontaneous dramatic improvisation: Both movement. and miniature simulated socio-

dramatic environments were used to stimulate children to 'imagine, role-p4011, and verbali2e affect and other

dimensions of their experience.

Maurie Ayllon later expanded the Enacted Curriculum, which had been enthusiastically received and im-

plemented by teachers and children at the model's two projects However, even as the Enacted Communication

activities were being used the Ilkstaff saw the need for a c iculum that would focus more on, the develop-

ment of\,children's verbal skills, at a means of freeing 'the you St chiren's thoUght processes from the

fetters of individual subjective experiences and interpretation,

The staff's motivation to construct an oral communication:curriculum was spurred by several other fac-

tors: modelt,like the ILM were developed'as interventions' alternative educational strategies fdt econom-

ically diii antaged childrent who typically found it diffi lt to master academic subjects through tradi

tional, s ldard curriculummethodi and had poor records of academic achievements:, teachers': low expecte-.,

4ons an negative attitudes were held to be critical inflUences;on the children's performance in school and

on tests f their knowledge skills. These were said to Combine'with thechildrenls'different social

Orientation, cultfesivorIcYfliews, and lack of proficiencY in "standard" English as multiple causes of

.their'academio failure. Exiiiing language arts programswere.00nsidered and rejected as inappropriate to

the model's philosophy, methods, and classroom, management procedures, instead, the new curriculum was con -,

ceived as a,natural, child-centered means of simultaneously extending children's verbal fluency and facili-

tating their 'cognitive development.

As one might expect of a group committed to creative, innovation, the curriculum was not intended to

alter the children's speech in Any fundamental way. That approach would have tended to inhibit their ex-

pressive, creative use of 'speech. It would also.have caused Vexing, potentially conflictful problems ikthe

1 ry
%.)
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teaching,ad4ts, drawn largely from the same dialect coimunities as the black and white children at the pro -

jects, were asked to implement a language program alien to their normal (though oftms4conscious) language

usage systems. Given these realities, the goai'of the curriculum was to use language in ay and as.

a medium to teach and reinforce logical alW.yses; questioning; organithg informatioT inferential,reasoninp,

meiorOssocifition; role-ptlayinq; problegiolving; attentive, observational, and decision-making skills;.

language fludEcy; creativity; exPressiveness; and cooperation.

The p6ject administrators, trainers and teaching teams agreed that the curricule; was necessary; that

.

the cogni ve and social skills the games would embrace could be of immense benefit to the children., -With

. the pro) t 'staffs' support. Lasser Go in and ,Bonnie Markham applied for ant received a federal grant, in
1970, t develop the. ommunication cul BOnnie Markham and Marcia Newfield were given the major res-
ponsib it for devisingthe basic st ct and content' the new curriculum, planned as a series gime

formats into which many different jects ht be incorporated. However, in-the spirit of cooperation

that charabterizels all ILK mate is develo t other members of the .staff- -Jack Victor, Don Wolff, Judy

Brown, Either Fink, Carolyn ,larvis,'Carol, Edwards, Patricia Hall, and Ellis Richardson--assisteat various
tiies more or less in the conception; corisifuction, ,and' in -house tests of the communication games.

do

/ Dr. Markham and Ms. Newfield carefully researched their subject, devised the formats and examplesf
'specific games, analyied the comminichtionwskills inherent in them, then tested (i.e., played) the games

/ with other staftmeibers. Following'that initial, phase the formats and games were used in a full-scale?,

field test'with, teachers and children at. the projects; teacher trainerst, music, art, and speech teachers;

parents and children; school administrators; graduate and undergraduate education studeiits; groups of ado-

lescents; and curriculum developers. The Atlanta project director, the instructional coordinators, teacher

trainers and the project disseminator; the teachers and, children at the New York Prbject contributed ma*,
ideas, helpful comments, and encourageient during the field tests. 4 .4:*

7t.

As a result of the field tests over forty formats and illustrative games were finally selected for the

TM teaching teams and children. The formats were seqienced according to speciticsets of learning objec-

tives and levels of difficulty. There were three levels, each with its ow internal sequence of least to

most complex formats. During the 1972-73 school year Dr.' Markham and Ms. Newfield trained the project teach-

er trainers and` ,teaching teams to use the final versions of ,the first two levels, People Times, and Experi-

ences,. The next year the project staffs were taught how to train teachers to use the third level, the set
of Solutions games.

I

A part of the original plan was to prepare a Communication Curriculum Handbook--a self-contained c

lection of the formats and prototype gameS, with instructions. how to use them--for the project staffs

foi teachers elsewhere. The preparation of the HandboOk began in 1973. In April 1974 the first version f

the Handbook, which contained fifteen of the'People Times fOrmatt,'was completed and distributed to the ro-
ject classrooms. Further development if the Handbook was delayed, hoWber, as Dr, Markham, then Ms. New-

16



,field left the staff, and the model was transferred from the CUNY Graduate School to Fordham University:

In 19716 the task of preparing a4producing the final versions of the Handbook was assigned to Ms.

Carolyn Jarvis. At that time it was decided to divide the ratherlarge collection of Handbook materials in-

i to three manuals, which were gilien ihe less formal title CONVERSATION GAMES. Mt. Jarvis reorganized the

origilal formats and reduced much of thebintroductory material. The first two manuals, People Times and Ex-

periences, with illustrations by Mr. Nathaniel Pinkney, were published in 1978: Owing to decreased federal

funding and staff reductions--N.,Jarvis left the sponsor staff in 1978--the third Handbook, Solutions; was

not published pal 1981. ' .

. . ,

Ms. Gloria Armstrong and I editedqlle original Solutions formats, added some new g d other mate-',

dais. Maigie Frem illustrated the manual. litza Rodriguezveritable fountain of pati 'ce, determine-

tion, and skill--assisted in designing the manuali, and typed .;he many drat of tlie.reyised manuscripts.
0.,.

- I

i
/ IA

I ''J % /
V

During the long and arduous development of the CONVERSATION GAMES,manuals a significant event occurred:.

in 1979'the U.S.. Office of Education added listening and speaking skills, i.e., oral communication, to its

list of "ink' Skills:" The belated ipclusion of oral communication with the "three R's" confirmedothe'va-

lidity of the decision the ITEM staft'mhe a decade earlier to develop theie prototype raaterials for teachers

' and chitdre4. Confirmation has also come' from another source: since the publication of the first two ma

nuals, the demand for them has increased steadily. The CONVERSATION GAMES are nowiused in over thirty

school systems and preachool centers. As educators recognize more, fully the critical °need to teach young,

children effective orq, communication ,skills- -for its social benefits and as a means of furthering coinitive

and hetacognitive compeence--demand for the manuals will undoubtedly increase. For the, children's sake,

I hope that, prediction is realized. \ i

r.

.
4

' fil I

. )f

Harold Freeman, Jr.

Director '

Interdependent Learning4ModS1,.
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INTRODUCTION

1
I. Games And The Interdependent Learning Model.

LEARNING THROUGH GAMES

thoughthough most adults played games,as children, they are often not aware that children still play many

of the same games or variations of them. They also probably do not realize that some forms ofla7t of these

games have been played for centuries. Mao painted inside ancient Egyptian tombs Grecian statues carved

before 30U li.C., and manuscripts written during the days of th 'Roman Empire portray many games that chil-

dren play today. Many of these games still contain traces of ancient words,practices, and beliefs. Games

based on sp ech and thought--like riddles, Pig Latin and other languages that children invent and play so

intensely at certain ages- -have existed for countless centuries.
i\4.

Througho t time games have served a variety of functions foi children of different cultUres and differ-

;

ent age,groups. Some researchers believe that many traditional children's games originally were religious

ceremonies and rituals'th had great significance and were participated in by largl nugoers of people.

Jump-rope games are thought to have started with the jumping dances and contests once hifid duringt planting

seasons to promote the growth of the crops. "Jackstones" are a modern form of knucklebones, the metatarsal

bones of sheep used in West Asian and European cultures to foretell the future. These are but two of the

many similarities between childreet.games and ancient folk practices. It is also probable that ancient

children's games reflected social systems and institutions in much the same way that banking and real estate

are reflected in modern gameig like Mohopoly, which help prepare 4/dren to participate in!today's consumer-

d

oriented society in the United States, where tie concepts of private property and acquisitioware'basic

values. `'



The common element found in all play and games is that they permit children to experience, practice,

learn, And Make errors without serious consequences, to themselves. There are, however, otheriimilarities

among all of the games` that children play: They are'natural activities that help children master many of

the anxieties and conf s associated with social and psychological development; they contribute to th

development of the children's intellectual, linguistic, and physical competence; and they provide a context

in which children can organize and integrate individual and group experiences. Equally important, play is

V

ajoyfdl and personally rewarding

TRANSACTIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL GAMES (TIV

O

r

Since 1970 the staff oethe ILM has devoted a great deal of effort to developing Approach that would

I1

enable teachers to use games easily and successfully as part of the teaching -learningtrocess. To accomi-

plish this end,, the ILM Staff has developed Transactional Instructional Games (TIGs):/which include Street/

Folk/Musical Games, Conversatiofi Gadesland Table Games. As well as teaching and reinforcing academic and

physical skillauTIGkalso reinforce the, social values that are central to the ILM, such as cooplration,

independence, interdependence and respect for individuaLdifferences.

Essential'y, TIGs exliib all' the features that charactdrize games in general. gwever, there are four

If

,

addit oni1 features that give them eir distinctfte character: (1) They are' designed specific'tilly.to teach

academic skills and can be easily idapted'to a wide vari ty of academic content. (2) Therare based on the

principles.of programmed iristruction.

bylthe process of Teaching-From-Within.

0

retitive10,

1

(3) They facilitate the tranifer of control from teacher to children

(4) 'They,are played cooperatively or non-competitively (never com-

22



TIGs AND ACADEMIC CONTENT
,

Gs are esigneti specifically to provide instruction, motiation, And reinforcement' for academic,con-

tent d unlikevost commercially made' educational g

jects and learning objectives.'

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION

es, can be adapted to a wipe range of aced

The phrase "programmed instruction': often symbolizes'elaborate machines and precoded mate4a1S that are

4 \
concrete expressions ofd mechanistic approach to education. However, the principles that_unde4id pro-

,

grammed instruction cal.be adApted to a variety of educational techniques. *Put simplytithese principles

include: '

/ t . \
Clear Spe cation of Objectives: Both he childr and the teacher should have:a clear and,m utual '

understanding of what the learner is expected to know or do as a result of the learning activity, Whn

. '

using TIGs, it is not necessary (and perhaps not advisable) to tell children in,advande, what' the learding

objective of a particular game is. In most cases, to do so would diminish the natural, relaxed attitude.

i, r

that children bring to games, and that makes games such a viable teaching technique; However, it is ap ro\A7

priate, after the game has been played, to make a statement to the effect that ; "The gale certainly. w fun,

and we also, learned to organizt;things in diffr ent ways," Another possiblity'is to ask the chip

what they thought ty learned from the game.

Dividing Each Objective into Sub- Object' es: Each objective is divided into small steps (sub- objec-

tives) that give the child an opportunity to respond after only a small piece of information has been.pre-

sented. Sub-objectives ensure that the s udent,is not flooded with more information than he or she is able ,

23 5
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0

to absorb.

(
1.

Sequencing Sub-Objectives in a Agical Order: Objectives define what the learner know or tlf. able

to do. Sequencing 4ecifids how the objective will be achieved, i.e., the route the learnii will take.

,4-objectives
therefore, mast follow a gical order, with each one, flowing from and building on the pre-.

ceding one. ,In most instances, sub-objectives will increase in complellitias the instruction gets closer to

thelinal objective.

A
-,.

P

, Eliciting .the Active Participation of Each Student: All children are liven an opportunity'to r4pond

overtly to each step. These responses 'provide the teacher with direct evidence of each child's mastery of
v

the material and determine whether a child needs more practice. The teacher's responsibility is to develop

those teacjiing techniques that will help childten.learn phe correct responses.

Providing Positive Feedback: Each child must be informed whether his or her responpe is correct, par-

tially correct, or completely incorrect. ,CorreCt responses rather than,errors should be emphasked. Hoist.

04*,

ever, when a response is incorrect or only partially correct, the reason should be carefully,explained to

the student. Games, by their very nature, elicit active participation and feedback. The student immediate-

ly knows whether or not his or her response is correct based on the responses of the teacher andior other

students, and whether otinot he or she is able to move forward-in the game.

TIG's, whether Street/Folk/Musical Games, Conversation Games,,or Table Games, are, signed to incor-

porate these principles.

TEACHING -FROM- WITHIN

6

Whether children will fi a game enjoyable and, educational depends to a large extent on how the teach-

26



erlintroduces the game.

Basicallk, there are two approaches that teachers can follow. In one the teacher assumes the.role of

an outsider who diects the players by stating the rules and procedures and instructing the children how to

respond at each step, In the second approach, which in the ILM is called Teaching-From-Within, the teach-

'er demonstrates how the game is played by actively participating in the game with the children. Control of

the game is transferred from the teacher to the students as soon as they.demonstrate that they hays learned

the rules and' p5ocedures.

When introducing new games by Teaching-From-Within, the follosiing processes are used:

The teacher is one of the players

The teacher describes thi rules ti the game e play goes on.

3. The teacher encourages the players to verbalize the rules as they play.

4. The teacher verbalizes the problem-solving processes she is using in playing the game.

5. The teacher encourages the children to verbalize their problep-solving processes.

6. The teacher assists the children to improve their answers by ,reinforcing what is correct and leading

them to modify what is incorrect.
. 0

7: The teacher intentionally makes mistakes and accepts correction from the children.

8. The teacher asks for help from the children.. ,

9. The children are encouraged to initiate questions when they do not understand.

10. The teacher encourages the children to help each other.

11. The teacher gradually turns the gape over to the children.

7
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12. After all the chi ran have mastered the rules of the game the teacher transfers control to them and

they cont nue to ay without supervision.

13. Once the'stud have demonstrated mastery-itd are playing the game on their own, .the teacher monitors

the game periodically to make certain the procedures are being followed correctly.

COOPERATION

Successful competition is perhaps the most basic value in our society. As a result, competitive atti-

tudes and behavior dominate almost every sphere of every child's life, Schools, as primary socializing

agents, have a reward system (grades, recognition) based almost exclusively on successful competition. Re-

search has shown, however) that competition has negative, effects on learning and achievement for most chile

dien aiwell as on interpersonal relations and personal adjustment.

TIGs, which are a central feature of the 1114, are designed to be Played cooperaftvilOor non-comptiti-

tibely, They are consistent with an, underlying value of the MN which holds that cooperation is essential

/
to the optimal growth of.individuals (and society) and that a cooperative, non-competitive atmosphere is,

for most children, the most conducive for learning.

The outstanding characteristics of TIGs, whether cooperative or non- competitive, is'that there are no

winners or losers. The players, instead of being motivated by the 'desire to defeat other players, are mo-

tivated by the desire for mastery of the game rules, mastery of the content of the game, and the achieve-

r

ment of the game's objective.

The difference between cooperative and non-competitive TIGs, is subtle but significant. In cooperative

games the objective can be reached only if the players work together as a unit. In non-competitive games

29 30



players may make individual contributions'to the accomplishment of the game's objective. tn both coopera-
, 0

tive and non - competitive TIGa the proce&iiii;Courage players to help and teach one another and a game is

not complete 4til all players have reached the game's objective.

Because most American children have been oriented' in competitive ways of thinking and behaving teech-

ors must take great care to underscore the cooperative and/or non-competitAvoinature of TIGs. The Lot

crucial factor is that teachers themselves be committed to cooperative values. When introducing TIGs in

their clastrooms, teachers should explore with their students the Terming and importance otbooperation.

The manmeand level of the discussion will, of course, depend on, the children's age and maturity. However,

even pre - school children can earl learn what cooperation means. Through the use of simulations and role

playing, both young and older children can be led to an understanding off 'cooperation and how it differs

from competition. They might be asked such leading questio0,

Prize fighting? Building a bridge? How does it 411 to win?

6

as4 WhatA0 war? What is a baseball game?

i4

HowlOis it feel to lose? What are examples,

u.
,

of things that we cannot accomplish alone (or that it is easier or, mge enjoyable to do with someone else)?

What is sharing? How does cooperation benefit individuals, the bomunity, and society? The goal is to help

children recognize the personal rewards and social importance of cooperation.

All TIGs should incorporate the following cooperative piocesses:

1. Children should help one another find the correct response. However, help should not 'be offered Unless

it is requested. (Teacherrebuld inform children that is permissible to ask for help, but only

after they have done their best to find the correct response by thomselves,)

2. If a player makes an incorrect response, the genie should net continue until the correct responie is

9



given (by, the playa at turn, another player, or the teacher).

3. The player who has given an incorrect response should repeat the correct response before the nxt"player

takes his or her turn.

ti
4. When 'appropriate, children should discuss how they arrived at their decisions so that other children can

help them assess their ,perceptions and the suitability of their problem- solving strategies.

GUIDELINES FOR TIGs

1. They are designed according to principles of programmed instruction--i.e., to teach or reinforce small

units of information in a manner that requires direct participation from all children and that provides

immediate feedback regarding the correctness 'of a response.

They are designed to be played coqperatively or non -competitively--never competitively. There are no

. "winners" or "losers."

3. They can be adapted to teach or reinforce,a wide range of academic content.

9

4. They facilitate the transfer of control from teacher to children by the process of Teaching-From-

Within.

5. 'They can be played by a group of individuals at different' levels of competence.

6. They encourage peer teaching.

7. They encourage communication and verbalization.

8.. They encourage autonomous, independent behavior and are designed to be' played without the supervision of

teachers.

i

9. A game is not concluded until all player have reached the game's objectives.

3
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USING GAMES. SUCCESSFULLY IN THE CLASSROOM

6
1. In order to use games successfully a teacher must believe that learning can be enjoyable. This state-

sent may sound strange, but work and play are often-considered to be opposite and incompatible. Nork is

always serious; ,play is fun. Learning is considered work; games are supposed to be gayed. This type

of reasoning leads to the conclusion that children cannot learn through games because they have too much

fun. However, there is absolutely no objective reason why children should not enjoy themselves while at

the same time delieloping their academic skills (just as there it no reason that adults cannot enjoy

themselves while working). But it is crucial that the teacher really believe this, since it is the

teacher who sets .the tone and atmosphere in the classroom.

2. Games should be a routine feature of the academic program. they lkre most effective when they are

treated as part of oh-going classroom instruction, and when they are used to meet specific instructional

objectives.

3. Each game should be analyzed carefully to determide the skills and behaviors it teaches, or reinforces.

In this manual many of the*skills and behaviors reinforced .by playing each game have been identified for

teachers. Games can be used to help children learn new skills or to strengthen or clarify concepts
6

which have already been presented in other ways.

4. Children should be helped to seer the relationship between the concepta and skills in a game and the same

concepts and skill" used in other areas. Most children will, without assistance, easily transfer the

concepts and skills they use while playing games to other situations; others may not. Teachers must

carefully plan follow-up activities which will provide oppOitunWes for the children practice the

I
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desired behaviors.

5. The rules, and content of ft format can be modified so hey better fit a partidular learning situa-
.

tion. (See the Content Applications section at the end f this manual.) Involve the children in this

process. Although the basic formats of these games ha been used for many years, they have not re-

mained exactly the same. Rather, they have been changed to meet the Leeds and interests of the teachers

and children who create and play them.

6. Games can sed for both motivation and reinforcement. As a motivational tool they can arouse the

children's int= est inihe meaning of the information and in the conceptual content of the game. As a

reinforCement tool hey strengthen and clarify concepts already presented in more traditional academic

ways. Games function as both incentives and rewards for learning;'and$because they are fun, they help
1

4

make 1 ning a leasurkble.experience.
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THE CONVERSATION GAMES

OVERVIEW

In the CONVERSATION GAMES the Communication process--the oral transmission of thought, knowledge, and

mean ng- -is emphasized rather than grammar, vocabulary and sentence structure. 'This approach, based on the

Pr ciple of Least Effort, does not ignore the formal components of language. Instead it accesses them from

ifferent, more logical direciion. Its major assumptions are that:

(eta small group conversation within the 'context of games provides a natural, relaxed and informal way of

facilitating language fluency children;

(bt,purposeful lapguage learning activities which have relevance, to children's own experiences and other

real life situations are most effective in facilitating language development;

(c) fluency in oral communication is developed through the consistent encouragement and support of children's

natural speech;

(d) as children learn to use speech more precisely to express'a wide range of affective and informational

topics, their gray of the formal properties of language will increase!

(e) the skills of listening, smith* reading and writing are intatipendent; growth in language develop-

ment will, support growth in other skill areas; verbal proficiency provides the foundation for all other

related skills.

At first glance, adults may believe thatthelormats and games are too simple. They may be for adults,

but. are not for Ong chi n. In order to play the gamic successfully the players must leariand systema-

tically use a variety of com logical or reasoning concepts. Among other things, the games, regoire the

15



,players to observe, compare, and analyze information; In order to organize the information, or to integrate

it with other data they must interpret, classify, summarize and form hypotheses. Children engage, more or

less, in these processes unconsciously in the course of normal growth and experience. An extremely import-

ant function of the CONVERSATION GAMES is that they provide structuAd practice in these,conceptual process-

es and their conscious application to academic subjects.

Because each player must necessarily intact directly with all other players and learn ways of res-

ponding (i.e., listening carefully to different content and personal communication styles processing the

information, and replying appropriately) the games also promote social skills. The players are able to

practice roles, styles, and strategies for social behaviors within the miniatire social systems which the

,
,

games create: The social featur of the games are in harmony with the model goals pf teaching young
lir

children interdependentind cooper
li

ve behavior.
I

There is a ccamitment in the Interdependent Learning.Model to foster he cultural styles of the chil-

i(dren in, its classrooms. The children's speergh which may differ radical ifrom "standird" English, is an

alternate, natural and peifectly legitimate way f saying the sate th In fact, non-standard English,

often carries meaning moreefficientlyand accurately than more "standar4"Iorms of the language. What is /It

6

I

most important in,playiiiitheCtIVERSATIkGAMES fs how accurately, offectiVe4 and eagerly the players
A '

..... )
0 I 10 A

communicate, not the style or fol7n,t9fethe copnunication, It is, therefore, .inappr9priate to "correct" or

.0,,v. ,',1,.
, , ''':':''

I

ask a player to ",transform" message 'itpke '114in hon-stanigrd .Eriglish int'o'eiandaril'iiglish. To do .io cir-

Y.1
. .,'..

4 , .. . .1..,
N

tainly interrupts the flow of c on

IP 0. ',

p

ands -even .worsi7 -may be .ha

.

. ,

to a:players self-image.

," ot..,. . . :
,,,,... 4.0,

Adults must respond respectfully to children's cOntributiOi if they want to encourigiithe ability and the

41.
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'desire' to, Fluenci in communication will be developed through stimulation and support of the

'children s nature ep ech,

The CONVERSATION GAMES manuals contain a variety of game formats. The games themselves are only ea-
t

1

pies. The me formats are the structures and rules for games, which, once learned can be used to teach and
.,

learn many,different kinds of informat4on. They provide teachers with a structured, sesimaced method for
11'

developing oral communication and logicalithinking skillet Their rules are easily ,taught. By playing the

games children are encouraged to learn about each Other, about academic subjects, or any topic they phbose.

The games require the involved, thoughtful use of language. They help to create a relaxed and informel

setting in which teachers' can encourage and support the children's nAtural speech, and provide purposeful

language activ)ttes which have relevance to the children's own experiences and other real life !ituations,

A
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HOW THE CONVERSATION. GAMES ARE ORGANIZED

The CONVERSATION GAMES are divided into three Volumes: People times, Experiences, and Solutions.

Each volume emp1 ie4,61 certain particular forms of oral communication that are linked naturally to concep-

tual and ,:social leirnings.

CONCEPTUAL SKILLS

Volume I People times: EXCHANGING TOR- . asking questions, veri-

NATION , fying, remembering, in-

, faring

Volume II Experiences: USING IMAGINATION associating, improvising,

role playing, elaborating

I Volume IIT Solutions: SOLVING PROBLEMS

COOPERAT

'.1
A45'

it

analyzing, reasoning, co ;-

paring, constructing

SOCIAL' SKILLS

listening to and exchang-

ing information with

players

sharing imagination with

Others and collaborating

on improvisations, stories

and dialogues

working cooperatively with

other players to solve a

problem

To summarize: 'Polio times stimilates 6eacti4e seeking', exchangingInd,veritiing of inations

O't"'

Experiences, the use and sharing of imagination; and Solutions, cooperative and 'creative problem solving.

Although, each volume builds to an extent upon the skills developed in the preceding manual, it is not

necessary to follow taxed sequence in order to use the games effectively. What is more important is that

teachers understand the objectives for each game and use a game because it 1 help meet the instructional

needs of his or her class. A suggested sequence is provided for presenting the games within each volume.

15
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USING THE CONVERSATION GAMES

PREPARATION

The best preparation' for teaching the CONVERSATION GAMES is to learn to play them first with a group

of other adults, The games should be introduced to the children only after the teacher is familiar and

comfortable with them.

PRESENTATION stSi

The CONVERSATION GAMES should be presented using the technique Teaching-From-Within.

GROUPING

Small groups of f o eight players are ideal for playing the CONVERSATION GAMES.

TRANSFER OF CONTRO

Transfer of Con bl from the teacher to the children occurs when the children are able to la a gam

.

independent of adult supervision. This includes their being able to do the following:

a) Assemble the game matedlis,by memory..

b) ,Organize the game materials.

c) Know the game rules and know when they are or are not being followed.

d) Adhere to the game standards set during the initial trials.

e) Involve all of the players in the game.

f) Teach or describe the game for others.

(447
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GAME MATERIALS

, 4

The CONVERSATION GAMES do not require elaborate materials. It is, suggested that all themitteriaIs bet'

kept in a labeled box. As the children 'become familiar with each game,, the materials for that game should. -

be placed in the box, which the children can decorate with pictures or drawings. The box should be kept in

a place accessible to the children, perhaps in a special conversation area--a quiet spot near a rug, corner

d) a
or table where the players may sit and flay comfortably..

SCHEDULING

a
The CONVERSATION GAMES are designed to be played for relatively brief periods of time (10 to 30 mi-

nuteo). They can be used to teach or reinforce specific curricular content, as a part of structured lesson

periods, or as free choice activities. It is hoped that once they are learned, they will be used as often

and as flexibly as possible.

19
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HINTS FOR THE TEACHER

1. Introduce the introductory activities and game formate to small groups of chid'

with the children by Teaching-Fran- Within.

2. Talk with, not at, the children. offer" cements in as natural a way a

out somethinkrather than as a way to test the children.

Never force children to participate or reprimand 'them for not pir

obtained when players are allowed to job in as they feel comfo isle.

II by playing the lames

3/10

pOglible. Use questions to find
'')k

Afr

fingz Better results will be

4. Keep in mind that each manual stresses certain skills and attittides. Try to model 'these attitudes. In
People times, the emphasis is on being an active information seeker; in Experiences,, a spontaneous and
imaginative person, and in Solutions, a creative, cooperative problem solver.

5. Share the goals of the game with the children.! ReinforCe the Concepts and skills at other times during
the day.

6. Play the game according to the established rules.'

7. ienever possible, allow the children to choose the content as well asp the dame to be played. The games
are good vehicles for sharing opinions, experiences and feelings as well as for mastering acadbmic in-
formation and concepts.

.

8. Playing the games with the children gives a tea

df the children. This information allows the to

whidh the children are'familiar.
,

a

way to learn about the thoughts and experiences

otter, relate acadeiic content to things with

9. Acknowledge and praistopOpetent behavior and encourage the children to do likewise..

10. Whenever possible encourage the use of open-ended rather than closed questions. Closed questions re-
quire only yes, no,yor brief answps. A few games do require closed questions, but most lend themselves

better to open-ended explandbry questions, thereby allowing the players to know how others think. This
will help the players arrive at a solution.

a
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11. Don't be,discouraged if at first the verbal interchange during the games is somewhat stilted. Strive

for a free, enthusiastic flow. It often takes some time before children become accustomed to using

conversations in' the classroom.

12. Be sure that the players are able to read and understand any printed materials or symbols.

'0

4
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II V

SOLUTIONS

People times, the first volum of the CONVERSATION GAMES, contains games which reinforce question asking,

precise observation, and the or ion of information. In the second volume, Experiences, the games stim-

ulate the use of four conceptual anguage skills: assocU elaborating, role playing, and story

telling. To ace extent the games din SolUtions; this'third4iolume,
require the players to apply the skills

and concepts used in playing both 'the People times and the Experiences games to cooperative problem-solving.

It is not necessary, however, to follow a fixed sequence with the manuals, for with Appropriate content many
'fy

of the formats may be adapted for' children of different ages and levels of experience.

In the Solutions games 4 problem, question, or statement is given to the players to 'be Solved within the

context of the game. For some of the games, cooperative play is an absolute necessity, Most of the games

are structured, however so that a solution will usually be more readily arrived at if the players cooperate.

Generally, then, the players must work together to create a method for completing a game or achiiving an

(,;

acceptable on to a 'pioblem. The games require the use of a variety-of thinking ;mums. The play-

ers must observe,. c pare and arialyze information to contribute to.a solution or thqompietion of a game.

In order to organize the information they may summarize, tlassify interpret, and evaluate data from their

own experiences and from other players. They must then decide which of many possib avows is the best

one to make.

tdi
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Cooperation p °motes the communication of ideas, and the sharing of effort; creates opporpnities to

A

0

make fiends and develop social skills.. A group feeling develops through conceptual relate6ess to the game

themes. The Solutions games give children practice in planning and working together as they learn to apply

many cognitive skills. These skills include logical analyiis, comparing, synthesizing, reasoning, and con-

structing. All help simultaneously to develop the ability to use creative, expressive language; combine

logic and language fluency; use conversation as a tool of effective communication; and solve problems.

The Solutions games should generally be introduced with familiar content - -the player's own experiences

or things they know very well. Once the procedures are well known to the players, they should be used to

teach or hinforce new academic content, A suggested instructional, sequence for introducing the games is:

SET I: PLANNING i
1. 'No Name Sequence

2. Treasure Hunt

Bins and Boxes

Design

Memory 10. What Wo You Do If?

SET II: ANALYZING SET III: CONSTRUCTING

6. Riddles 11. Go Together

7. Word Addition 12. How Do You Do It?

8. Who Am I? 13. Duet

9. Simile

57
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SOLUTIONS MATERIALS

$1,

MATERIALS GAME Arm.O.NalwammiwwwIMmmf.=1.10W.INOst.

A bottle or simple spinner for establishing turns Bins & Boxes, How'Do You Do It?, Riddles, Who Am I?,

Go Together, Simile, Duet, Word Addition, What Would

You Do If?

Two identical sets of 5 to 8 objects or pictures No Name Sequence

A small box to hold materials No Name Sequence, Design, Memory

Graph paper Treasure Hunt

Pencils, crayons or markers Treasure Hunt

3" x 5" or 2;1" x 3" cards Treasure Hunt, How Do You Do It?, Riddles, Who Am I?,

Go Together, Simile, Duet, Word Addition, What Would

You Do If?

Two identical sets of shapes Design, Memory

Flannel board or, magnet board (optional) Design, Memory

o , , .

As the children learn to play each.game, the materials for that game should 14 placed. in i'Sautiqne box.

q.410

The box should' be kept at an easily accessible location, in an aV3a that tthe, chilarekmay.Uie'to,play the

games when appropriate. 4.

0
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SOLUTIONS SPINNER

I

A Solutions spinner may be used to help the children select what to play. The spinner may include all

of the Solutions games or only those with which the children are familiar. At least one FREE CHOICE segment

should be included on the.spinner. When the pointer lands on FREE CHOICE, a child may select which one of

the games he or she would like to play with the group. .

If the complete spinner is used, the names of the goes the children have not yet learned may be co-

vered with tape. As a, game is introduced its name should be unooveted. The Solutions spinner should be

1);

kept in the Solutions box with the other game materials,

61
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SOLUTIONS SKILLS

t
TO Solutions games are specifically designed to develop problem-solving skills. The games allow

children to make cooperative decisions based on their common knowledge and to use the skill that they have

already learned through everyday problem-solving. As children continually engage in these games they will

become more competent verbally and conceptually.

All the games are designed obviously to help strengthen verbal skills. As the lists below show: the

Solution games may also be used to teach or reinforce various other skills. This list is not exhaustive;

other CONVERSATION GAMES may be found to be equally useful for developin and reinforcing particulaykills.

VISUAL AND CONCEPTUAL SKILLS SOLUTIONS GAMES

r

1. Observation Bins &.Boxest How Do You Do It?

2. Description No Name Sequence, Design, Memory, Riddles, Go Together

3. Classification

4. Recall

5. Role Playing

6. Inductive Reasoning

7. Deductive Reasoning

8. Organizing/Planning

j\)

9, Vocabulary,Development and Reading How T)01 You Do' It ?, Duet

Comprehension

Bins & Boxes

Memory

Hog Do You Do It?

Treasure Hunt, Who Am I?, Go Together, How Do You Do It?

Bins & Boxes, Riddles

What Would You Do If?, Riddles, Go Together, Duet,

Word Addition
,



VISUAL AND CONCEPTUAL SKILLS

10. Developing Lan wage Expression

11. Story Telling

c

C5

p

SOLUTIONS GAMES
1

What ould You Do If?, Duet, Simile, Word Addition

Duet

30
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SOLUTIONS GAMES AND FORMATS

1. NO NAME SEQUENCE

No Name Sequence helps develop descriptive skills. One player has to duplicate a pet of objects from the

verbal instructions given by another player. The objects can not be named, but rather must be described in

terms of their attributes. When the game is finished each player should have an identical set of objects.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To accurately describe a set of objects.

To follow verbal directions.

To ask questions in order to clarify information.

To interpret oral comm ations accurately.

GAME MATERIALS

Two identical sets of 5 to 8 different objects or

pictures of objects. Five additional objects.

A box to hold the materials.

33,
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GAME DIRECTIONS

NO NAME SEQUENCE

1. The game is played by two players. One Player isithe Communicator, and the other is the Constructor.

2. The Constructor leaves the area or doges his or her eyes while the Communicator assembles two identical

set, of *objects.

The Communicator arranges one set of objects into a sequence and places it where it can not be seen by

the Constructor.

4. Some additional objects are ad)ed to the second set, which is given to the Onstructor. The Constructor
,q

and the Communicator seat themselves so that they. can not see each other. 0', ,

S.' Wit0oUtnaminq an object, the Communicator describes each Object to the Ccinitructor so that the Coh-

strucier can select, those same objects from the larger set.

6; The players may ask and answer any questions and describe their objects, in any way they wish, so long as

they do not actually refen to them by name.

7. Whey, the Constructor believes that the set

by describing the set to the Communicator.

this time.

of objects haS beeh dUplicated exactly, she or he checks 'it

If there are any errors, the players try to correct them at

8. The game is over when both the Constructor and Communicator believe that the set of objects has been

duplicated.

They should look at the.two sets of objects in order to compare them. If the sets of objects do not .

match, the players should discuss what happened during the communication process that caused the errors.,

I
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SAMPLE GAR

NO NAME SEQUENCE

The Communicator's set of objects, contains a pink eraser, a yellow pencil with an eraser, a yellow ruler,

a blue pen; and a paper clip, arranged in that order.

The Constructor has a pink eraser, alellow pencil with an eraser, a yellow ruler, a blue pen, a paper clip,

a black pen, a blue crayon, and a rubber,band.

Ire

Communicator: The first object is used to erase words,

Constructor: Is that all it's used for? Can you write with it too?

Communicator: No, All you do is erase things with it.

Constructor: I've gotit. Next?

Communicator: The next object is long and yellow.

Constructor: What do you use it, for?

Communicator: You write with it.

Constructor: Okay!

Communicator: You use the next thing to draw straight lines or to measure things.

Constructor: All,righi.

Communicator: The next object is blue and you can write with it.

Constructor: When you write with it does it make fat lines or skinny lines?

1
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Communicator:

Constructor:

It makes finny lines.

Does it write with ink?,

Communicator: Yes.

Constructor: Okay, I know what it is.

Communicator: The next object is little and made out of metal.

Constructor: I have it.

Communicator: That's it. You should have five things.

Constructor: I do.

The Constructor should then check the sequence by describing it to the Communicator. Their goal is to make

sure that both sets of objects are identical before ending the game. Although this examplellay seem to be

an easy one, unless the Constructor and Communicator are able to interpret and understand each other well,

they will need more practice before they are able to play the game successfully.

,7a
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NO NAME SEQUENCE

4

HINTS FOR THE TEACHER

1. Introductory Activities

a) In People times, Look and Same/Differerit help develop skills in observation and description;

The Bag and Detective help teach players to draw inferences from what they hear.

b ',ID) In Experiences, Describe It develops descriptive skills.

2. Other Hints

a) It is more difficult to describe the difference between objects that look simillrthan those

that are very distinct from each other. Imagine having to describe the differencei between, a

tennis ball, golf ball, baseball and ping gong ball without being able to name any of then

Following is a suggested framework for varying the levels of difficulty.

1. Objects that are not similar in form qr use (e.g., various shaped objects).

2. Objects that are similar in form but not in use (e.g., long thin objects),

3. Objects, that are similar in use but not'in form (e.g., things to weft). 0

4. Objects that are similar in form and in use (e.g., writing implements) .

5. Objects that have uncommon forms or functions (e.g., odd shaped objects).

b) 'Another way to vary the'levelsbf diT4Culty is

structor can ask exclude queStignS about

or function) or allow only one,type of question

to restrict the types of questions the Con-

color so that more attention is paid to size

(e.g:, size, color or function).

c) .The recommended grade levels for this game are first through sixth.

,
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2. TREASURE HUNT

TrOesure Hunt is a game for two players. Each'player, selects four letters and four numbers. One, letter

and one number are left over. The players try to locate thesquare on a' grid where tk treasure is buried.

p

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To introduce the concept of coordinate'spatial symbol

systems.

To practice reasoning by the process of elimination.

GAME MATERIALS

Squared or graph paper (grid boards may be prepared).

Pencils or crayons. '

Eighteen cards (Nine cards with the letters A to I written

on them, nine cards with the numbers one (1) to nine (9)

written on them). One letter or number is written on each, card.

A box or a container to hold the materials.

79
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GAME DIRECTIONS

\\\

1. The game is played by two players. Each player shuffles; one pile of cards, i.e., either the number pile

or .the letter pile. The cards are then placed facWown in two separate piles. Each player picks four

letter cards and four number cards. The players do not show their cards to each other. The letter card

, and number card that are left designate where, the treasure may be found and they should remain face down.

The players must try to identity these two cards before the game is over.

2. The players sit so .that they can not see each other's papers. Each player draws an area nine squares by

nine squares, es across the top are labeled with letters and the squares down the left sidet uarIll

with numbers. Th terials may also be prepared and made available to the players. (See the illustra-

tion of a Treasure Hunt grid board on the following page. 4

3. The players take turns asking each other whether they hold a particular letter or number. The player

questioned must answer truthfully. As each row.or column belonging to either player is identified it

is colored in by both players. They should */ to locate the treasure, i.e., the square which does not

belong to either player before all the othil squares are colored in.

4.. During the games either player may guess where

where he or she thinks the treasure is buried, yer marks an Xin that square.

S. The game continues until all the letters and numbers belonging to both players have been colored in.

If a player's guess was correct, then the empty square would contain it.

sure is buried. After one player tells the other

6. The players turn over the two remaining cards to verify the answer.

81
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Joe has

and 5 ar

ilREASURE HUNT

.SAMPL; GAME

labeled A, C, F, I, 3, 6, 7, and 9; MariOas the cards B, D, g, G, 1, 2, 4, and 4 (H

er an0 identify the "hidden treasure".)

84

Joe asks Mary if she has B. She answer! yes.

They both shade in the 8th row.

.j'
it it

Mary asks Joe if he has C. He answers yes.

They both shade in the C column,

S

Joe asks Mary if she has D. She ,says yes. ,

They both shade in the D column.

Mary asks Joe if he has H. lie sayi no.

They leave the H column unshaded.

Joe asks Mary if she has 2. She says yes.

They shade in the 2nd row.

,

Mary asks Joe if he has 3. He answers yes.

They shade in the 3rd row.

42

N
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410
Joe asks Mary if she has 5. She says no.
(Joe knows he doesn't have 5reither. He
remembers that when Mary asked him about
H, he didn't have that either.) Joe vesses
thltithe treasure is buried in, square ft5, and
puts an X in that square. (Miry could not
guess the right answer at the semeOtime, bq-
cause she did not know that Joe didn't really
have the 5.) They then continue to play.

Mary asks Joe if he has 6, He says yes; and
they color in the 6th row. Tile game contirhies
until all,.the letters and numbers belonging to,
both playets have bee -colorecibin. Joe op\
see that his guess correct be_cdlise Orefe
maining empty squar ontains an X. .:

TREASURE HUNT



1. Introduc

1 The children Mus

hOw the colutnitalid ro

b) Show the childrenlow 't

squares.

ly

HINIS FOR THE

TREASURE'HUNT

e,to identifyboth the letks and the numbers on the 'grid. Show them

s are"labeled and how to color them.

label the.squares. Have them practice naming a few randomly selected

t)

2. ibther Hints

40i, 1 /
1 ,

a) This game wil1,4p"children in understanding how to read longitude .and latitude scales on mapt

nd help prepare them for similar tasks on standardized tests. The game will also help chil-

dren to 'understand map grid codes, often found pn road maps, 'as well as bar and line graphs.

b) It may be helpful if the children plape each number or letter card face down as they, color inill

'the rows.

'14

c) 10 number and letter cards which identify` the "hidden treasure" may actudly be hidden .in a

small box or other container,.

d) The 4111./can lade more ,co*lex by usiig a larger gri.c1man06 havinIA more than one "treasure"
,

square.

p

e1 The reco grad; .11Vels for :this game 'are first thyough third. g'

87
v.
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BINS & BOXES

1

We use various kinds of systems to organize things: $ drawer, file cabinets, Card files, a daily schedule

and calendars are common'examples.' Bins and Boxes helps players develop classifying skills by asking them

to arrange a variety of objects.according to, groups or categories. By classifying the same materials in a
variety of ways, players develop flexibility and experience with44ernative ways of organizing materials

in a systematic fashion.

4$4
4,

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

I To classify objects in a numbir of different ways.,

To examine and find alternative classificatiq systems.

ToTractice the development of hypotheses and do101u-

sionebasson objective evidence.

GAME MATERIALS

A set of 6 - 12 objects, or Octures of objects.

-A box to hold the materials.

Oit

A bat, or spinfier.'

89
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GAME DIRECTIONS

BINS & BOXES

1. This game is'played by four to eight players. Everyone sits in a circle. One player spins the bottle

to find the first pair of Organizers. (The players at each end of the bottle become the Organizers.)

The two Organizers take the box of materials and group or catelltize the materials according to any

system upon which they both agree. They display their materiels grouped according to their system to

the rest of the players.

?

objects to find out how they are arranged. .Working together they make up

how the objects are organized (i.e., are they organized according to shape,

Only questions which can be answered by yeieor no may be asked..

3. The other players examine the

and ask ,three questions about

coloissize, function, etc.).

pi

4. The players as a group then make three guesses as to how they think the taterial is organized.

5. The Organizers confirm or disconfirm thAr guess. If the players' guess is not correct the Organizers

expliOn what their system, of organization4is.

o.

6. One of the Organizers spins the bottle to find the next pair of Organizers who take the same materials

and organize them in a different way.

ei7. The game can continue until ry'playeras had a turn to be an Organizer.

411,

.-111.

4,
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SAMPLE GAME

BINS & BOXES

The box of objects contains a pink eraser, a yellow pencil with an' eraser, a yellow ruler, a blue pen, a

paper clip, a blue owl, a black pen,, and a rubber band.

The Organizers group the materials like this:

gr

S

6

The Players: Are they arjanged according to color?

Organizers: No.

The Players: Are,,tpey'arranged accori4,..to shape?

Organizers: No,

The Players: Are they arranged according to how you use them?

AO Organizers: Ifes, We A all:the things you can write with together aqd all the

things yeican not writes with in the groups.

t.
47
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1. Introductory Activities

4

HINTS FOR iTHe TEACHER

I)a) Put together a collection of dif Brent buttons. As the dren to describe each button

according to its size, color, shape, texture, patterni'etc. Decide upon a category, (e.g.,

'size) and have the players sort the buttons according to that category. Try several'more

tegories. It should become clear, to the children that how the buttons are sorted depends

the category or system' use',
,

t

I , .

b) Have a group figure out which buttons fit into- more than one category (i.O., a green button ,,

may go with the other green buttons in terms of color but with the red button because of
it, , 'If

shape)i '01k

(

.

4 A

1 ,

a) In the process of classiation, the children are asked to arrange a variety of'it d«
!,.,.

ing to categories or grouir. It is essential that)the categories have a tistincorel

to tech other. For example, the objects for 'the sample game are grouped'into thingt*.iiii,

write with and things one can not write with. The relationship is one of use, If

organi zed intoobjecti that are long az thin and,objects that one can not wr

,would not 'be correct becks; there is no relationship between those categoric
ii :, , 0

b) The following is ilia of some Materials which might be used to play Bins & Boxet.

BINS,& BOXES

Other Hint.

1. P4turip,cut frOm magazines

24 Buttons

3. Blocks

4. Reading.vocibulary, words.

5. Claisroom tools (such as pencils, crayons, etcf)

6. Books 4

11
dr The recomended'gradeietets for this game are secqnd through fourth.

4
A '1

. ,
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4. DESIGN

In Design, a player has to construct a design by listening to and questioning another

to act on the basis of verbal instructions only, the information given must not only

also beclearly understood.

97

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To use verbal description.

To give accurate instructions.

I To follow verbal instructions.

To as questions in order to clarify information.

To interpret,atcdrately oral communication.

GAME MATERIALS

Two sets of shapes. The shapes may be made of paper,

Plastic, wood, etc.

Flannel or magnet boards may be used.

49
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DESIGN

GAME DIRECTIONS

This game i played by two players. One player is the Communicator and the other is thefonstructor.'

The players sit so that they can not see each other.

Using a small, set bf shapes, the Communicator makes a simple coherent design. It does not have to be

symmetrical. The Constructor has an identical set of,shapes. (After players are familiar with the game

the Constructor may have a few extra shapes in his or her set.)

The Communicator describes his or her design so that the Constructor can reproduce it as accurately as

possible. The players may ask and answer any questiOn.

The game is'over when the players believe that the Comdunicator's design has been successfully dupli-

'cated. Thl/Communicator and Constructor should then place their designs side by side and compare them.(

If the designs do'nottmatch, the players should discuss what happened, during the communicationprocess

that caused the error.

A

39 50 '100



SAKPLE GAME

Communicator's Design

Communicator: Get the big white rectangle.,

constructor v Okay.

C6unicator:

Constructor:

COmmunicator:

Constructt

Communicator:

Constructor:

;( Communicator:

101

Now take the triangle...

A

DESIGN

41I

`Constructor's Set of Shapes

What size?Vhave two triangles.

It's little, about the size of the fingernail on your little finger.

Put it above the rectangle just over the middle.

I forgot to find out, is the rectangle lying down on the long side:

or the short side?

The long side is on the bottom,

Now where does the triangle go?

Put the triangle just above the middle of t)e rectangle.

51 102



Constructor:* Is the triangle touching the rectangle?

Communicator: No. There's a little sPace'between the triangle and, the rec-
,

'tangle. 1
e

Constructor:

,Commudicator:

Is a pdint.or a side of the triang1Lnearest the rectangle?

1/4,11 side. A point is facing straightkup. Tf there was a straight

line 4t wodld,go right *through the point of the triangle, down P

through the middle of the triangle, aWd., through the middle of the

reOianglie.

Goristructor: Well "think I have it.. I have a rectangle lying down on ,its long

§iderWith a little frlangle just above the center of the rec&pgle.

j

Communi'cator: That Aunds right. (Let's look and se.

,1

When the players lookat th t

4'

4..

designs, they match. /

103
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q

1. Introductory Activities

DESIGN

,71
101 Have the childrqn construct designs which resemble familiar objects (el.: a house or a face).

2. Other tints
4 ,

a) This gate is similar to the No Name Sequence game. The difference between the two formats is

that Design requires more attention to spatial arrangement,' whereas in No Name Sequence the

objects are always arranged in a line, In Design, the players must be concerned with many,

more details, along with the placement of the pieces.

b). Whether the design is abstract or representional, the Communicator may find it helpful to

start out by trying to make.an:analogy of the overall design in order to help the Constructor
get an image 0 what is to (be duplicated.

c) There are no restrictions on verbal communication.

d) The designs to be described can be made up before the game. They can be drawn on piper

made by pasting actual shapes onto solething.

e) Players should be encouraged to discuss why they were or were not successful in communicating

and completing a design.

,e4

f) A variationpf this game would *to have more than one Constructor. The number of Constr0-

tors would depend upon the availability of duplicate sets ofshapes. The player who isithe

e Communicatbr makes a design with a set of 'shapes and then describes it, to the othexs. Each

Constructor must reproduce the design using identical s of shapes. The game then proceeds

according to the oriiinal game,directions.,/

104
53
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DESIGN

g) A more difficult variation would involve the number and complexity of the shapes in the set.

The Communicator in his game world first sPecify the number of pieces he or she pans to use

to4make a Oesign. en the Cont ctor(e) would have to select the proper shape asidescribed

by the4Communicator and decide on its placement;

h) he game can also be made more challenging by usinglopen-ended materials, such as Lego blocks.

This would allow for three-dimensional spatial designs and would, therefore be more complex,

Two players can share a table by placing a brier between them. Each player faces the barrier

and has a similar set of'materials to work with. The game proceeds according to'the directions

,described in numbers 3 to 5, on page 50.

i) The recommended grade levels for the game are second through fourth.

I
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SAMPLE SHAPES AND FIGURES FOR

DESIGN AND ,MEMORY
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Memory is one of the

while simultaneotisly

to detail. Playing

5. MEMOR

I
i

-,-\

1#

,i0 (
Y

fl
.

Ore difficultIgameslin Soluttons. A\player has to describe a design from memory

listening to and answering' questions. '\ It requires careful observation and attention

is game can help increase confidence in one's ability to rely on memory. '

/EARNING OBJECTIVES

To,observe for detail.

A

)

To accurately describe a design,from emory.

To follow verbal directions. I

To ask questions in order to clarify information.

$

n

M1

6

GAME IgTE/RIAlk.
4

Two to four idelpical sets of shapes.

(See page 55.)

,b

Flannel boards or magnet bOards may be

used.

A bottle or spinner.,

a

6.

we,



,
t

This gam is. played by thretoto six players. One player uses a, spinner to find a Designer and a Commu-

., .

nicator. All the other players are thiConstructors. The players sit so that the Communicator, and the

Construct rs can not see each other. , ti(
. N 1

* ''. 4.;.
, .

2! The Designr.makes a,simple'degign and shows it to the Communicator whoitudies it for about 'la 'mi-.

nutet. Th /Designer removes the 'design. The Communicator then deipribes the, design frpmemoiy to the
,

Constructois. . C1i, .! .1.. *

. ,i 1 1 , . I I'l:u ''4J
i.

o
.

The Constr*tors.try to_reproduce the design according to the CoMmunicatorls instructions. The players
01

may ask or nswer any q4estions.
.

( 4 ,
.

4. Ifinecessa as the game is being played, the Communicator may ask' to study the design again.

, GAME DIRECTIONS'

MEMORY

.

, .

5. ,The game is ver When the Communicator\and the Constructors believe that the design has been reproducet

as'accuratel as,Eossible.''Ihe players' should then compare the.designs. If .the designs do not match, .

the players ould ditcuss, what happened during the communication'proces0 that caused,the error. "the

game should then,be repeated Ising anotliti.gesigno with t.li same or a ,different Designeri, Communicator

. . ..,,,

. li . . ',, t I.

The Designer,and the Comi4nicator.use a:Spininei to find-the new pair.

112
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[The Designer uses only.o

,Square, and two small red

1,'

Communicator:

46.

ConstruCtor:

Communicator:

Constructorl

SAMPLE GAME

,

big yellpw Circle, two small blue three small red triangles,/one Nam

ectangl6s to matte,a simple face. ;

1

,

t's Face made up of a big circle ,with two stall circles for*eio,

lind o rectangles for ears. Inside each snail eye circle is a tiny.

triangle. It , oks, like ajack o'lantern with,4 different kind of '.

mouth.

What color:is, ehe big circle?

Yellow.

What abot the little 'circles?

comiunicatoi: I think they're blue. And there's a little tz)angle nose and a mouth,
e ,

and twofted rectangles for ears. j .

, .

Constructor: .What shape is,the ,mouth?'

A

Communicator: I nee

1:q

to look agaiii. May I?

,

'59
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De

I

A

igner: Yes, here it .is. (The Designer lets the Communicator stud the

design again fbr about 15 - 30 seconds.)

icator: The mouth is a little blue square. There are little triangles

F inside the blue circles. The litt triangles are yellow.

Constructor:

Communlcator:

'Constructor:
$

Now do the little triangles fit inside the eyes?,

Put them inside the little circles so that they pa if straight

Up.

Where do I put the, two red rectangles?

Communicator: Put one on the left side and one on the right side of the big

° circle. They should touch the outside of the circle.

Constructor: .Is that it?

Communicator: Yes. Letts 100A

;t1

.

When the lai4yerkcompareth46signs, they Match.

60
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1'

HINTS FOR THE TEACHER

1. Introductory Activities

A

MEMORY

a) rave children play group games that involve describing from memory familiar objects, pictures

, or people.

b) Have chiyiren construct designs with similar sets of materials.

2. Other Hini

a) The design can be made up before the game'. It can be drawn onIpager or made by pasting actual

shapes onto something: .

b)
Designs should be varied so'as to allow.thesplayers to build their skills in remembering. The

following dimensions Make a design easier to remember:.

#1 i

1. , The design reSembles.a 'familiar object (e.g., a car, a face) :

2. The design is symmarical (top and bottom parts, lefeand right sides mirror each
, . .

other) .
,

.

3. T14 design is centered on the board. et

4. The-design has relatively few pieces. 1.

5. The design is linear rather than' scattered (i.e., moves in a single 1pe from left to

right). 4,
,

.1

6. The design tin one or two colors.

7. The design has a relatively simple, form. .

f ,

c) It will be helpful to reuse the same set of materials until the players be ill familiar with

them. This will help them to memorize more successfully.

/Ad)
Before looking at the designs, the Communicator and the Constructor(s) may ask' the Desi.gner to

check them. If the design has, not been successfully duplicated, the players may decide to try '

Again before ending the game.



I

'e) Players should be eco to discuss why they were or were not successhul in communicating

and completing the design.

t

f) Construction from geometric shapes is the simplest form of design. The useof geometric shapes .

for younger children also rethfoices d scriptive language (round, longs square, etc:). The in-

troduction of ttnreiresentat ional shags should depend upon the age and skills(of the children.

) Design/ Memory, ';id NoNa..._._..0.2L,S2e,,ence were designed to.prepare t;ildren aahserve, record end

A

A
MEMORY 0

recall information accurately,

h) 'The recommended grade levels for this game are second through fourth.

I

62
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6. RIDDLES

In Riddles, players are given the name of something and ihen asked to make up a riddle for the group to

answer. The riddle must contain three characteristics of the object, person or.thing.

LEARNING OBJt6IVES

0 To describe cooperatively an object

On'the basis of its chiiacteristics.

Tooview the meanings of naming words.

To practice inferential reasoning from

veal descriptions.

63

4.

GAME MATERIALS

A deck of cards. Each card has ,a

noun, such as tree written on it.

Cards - 21/2" x 3".

A bottle or spinner. mit

122



I
GAME DIRECTIONS

This game is played by four to eight players. Everyone sits in a hrcle, one person spins the bottle

to find the first pair of players.. They draw a card from the Riddles deck of nouns
s

The pair quietly confer in another part of the room, as to how they will describe the noun using three

of its characteristics.

The pair take turns giving the clues to the group in the form of riddles and then asks "What am I?"

4: Eat gayer then has one turn to answer the riddle. If no one solves the riddle, tte pair gives the

answer

5. Each miliar of thlipair spins the bottle to find another pair.

a.

123
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SAMPLE GAME
y

.s.

'9

1

J,,

The pair of players draw a card with the noun chair 'written on it.
J

Player #1: I have legs.

H Player #2: I'm made out of wood.

Player #1: You can sit on me.

Player #2: What

June: Are you i'bench? f

0 4

Pair: No,
I

Sam: Are, you a stool?

Pair:

,Carol: hat are the clues again?

RIDDAS

Pair: i have legs. I'm made out of wood and you can sit on me.

Carol:. Are you a' chair?

Pair: Yes. ,

A
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RIDDLES

1. Introductory Activities

HINTS FOR THE .TEACHER

0

a) Describe A in 4periencei helps children deVeloil skills at a simpler level.

b) i Have children particiiate in developing a Riddle Book. Assign each child to write a riddle

about one object using three of iti characteristics. Have children describe objects by their

color, shape, location, purpose, materials, etc. Have children describe people by what they

do, where they work, how they work, etc.

c) Have children make up ;iddlei about other children in the class using three characteristics.

Children can describe each other in terms of their physical appearance, personality, attitiOes,

etc.

2.. Other Hints

a) Be sure the players are familiar with ttli characteristics of objects or things used in the

Riddles deck

b) Do not use proper nouns in this game.

7 0

c) Child;en should be aware that three characteristics must,.be mentioned for each object. The

children can count the clues given during the first few games.

d) The pair should repeat all three clues wheneVer a player requests it, or the, pair sees the need

for it.

e) The recommended grade levels for this game are first through third.

r.
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7. WORD ADDITION

I

In Word Addition, the players have to add one me at each turn to form a caplets sentence.

I.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES -.

e To develop a sentence cooperatively.

O To increase Creative verbal expression.

GAB MATERIALS,

A deck of fifteen cards. Each card be a word

written on it that can start a sentence (e.g.,

Running, Its Oranges, A).

Cards - 2" x 3".

A bottle or spinner.

i 29 ci
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WORD ADDITION

GAME DIRECTIONS

1. This gine is played by three to six players. Everyone sits in a circle. A player uses a spinner to

pick the lead player.

2. The lead player pi s a card and reads it to the group. Then the player adds one word do help form a

complete sentence.

a

3. Each player in turn adds one word to the previous words of the incomplete sentence. Al; the words,are

repeated at each turn, and the new word is then added,

4. If a player can't think of a word he or she has the option of passing.

5. The game continues until all of the proper known possibilities are used to make a complete simple sen-

tence, or the players agree teend the sentence. The sentence must be complete in order to end the

round.

6. The lead player uses a spinner to choose the next player.

131
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A player drve a card with the word It written on it.

Player #1:

Player

Player' #

Player #4:

Player #5:

Player #1:

Player #2:

Player #3:

Player #4:

Player #5:

Player #1:

Player #2:

Player #3:

Group:

133

It--was

It was--raining

It was raininr-so

It was raining so - -I

It was raining so I--wore

It was raining so I wore--my

It was raining 06 I wore myraincoat

It was raining so I wore my raincoat--and

It was raining so I yore my raincoat and--my

It was raining so I wore my raincoat and my--hat

It was raining so I wore my raincoat and my hat--to

It was raining so I wore my raincoat and my hat to--school.

Let's end the sentence here and pick a new card.

O.K. )

69
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HINTS FOR THE TEACHER

1. Introductory Activities

a) Have children finish short incomplete sentences. Give children the first word of a sentence

and have each child add a word until the sentence is completed.
.

WORD ADDITION

b) Children can help develop classroom experience or story charts. Each child gives a sentence

until the chart is completed.

2. Other Hints

a) Players may repeat the words that have been named as mant, times as needed before 'they add

their words.

b) In this version, punctuation is pitted and assumed (incluling:the period at the, end of a sen-
tence) . This allows children to exhaust all possibilities the sentence is ended.

. 1
i

c) Sentences can be as long' or as short as the group desires; For younge(childrin, sentences

will tend to be shorter, since theirlability to remember strings ofwore accurately may not. !.40 I

yet be fully' developed, 0 : !' ) L.

d)

e)

f)

gi

135

0

Children must form complete sentences.

One variation of this game is .to have ttie'players add twoowords to the ilComplete sentence.
i4

,

.4 4( 0 . . .
, ,o

d ,
Another variation is to reguirethp players to insert the proper mictuition nark(s) at their

turn. This variation will naturAllyoleakito discuss of.pUnctuation: tomeikfaults, phrases,
interjectidhs and other syntactipfcsafueecof language; In this more applek fc0,0f the game,

children must, of course, have st110 epOugh'grammarleforehendpto play successfully.
.

, ..63 h: ' q

. a V.), fts_ 1 c4
A, ,I ,

The recommended grade levels ,for phitome are first through fifth.
, ,,

,,

fs . itir4
t,

0
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WHO AM I?

In the game, Who Am I?, the players ask questions and pool the information given in order to guess the name

of the person one player is thinking about.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To practice asking inductive questions.

To practice inferential reasoning from

shared information.

To practice developing hypotheses.

elf. ....,. vo

' .,..VO4.,....* . .',6
.1,

,!..,:.
,

,7,11 4111",...../

OViVier .64.. .

. .1

0

CHR STOPHER COLUVBUS

,2

11

71

BABE RUTH

GAME MATERIALS

A deck of ten cards with the names or pictures

of famous people on them. The names should

all be from within a particular category, e.g.,

well known artists, patriots, inventors, actors

or actresses, athletes.

Cards 3" x 5".

A bottle or spinner.

A container to hold materials.



WHO AM I?

GAME DIRECTIONS

1. This game is played by four, to eight players. Everyone sits in a circle. One person use a spinner to

find the first player.

Th 'first player takes a card from the top of the deck, silently reads it, and then asks the rest of

e group "Who. Am I?" )

3. Each player asks a question. For example, "Do you live in the United States?" or "Are you still living?"
r.

The first player can only answer the questions with yes or no.

4. After every player has asked one question, they discuss what they have learned and make three guesses

about who they think the person is. If they do,not guess correctly, each player can ask another ques-

tton. They can then make one more guess. If their guess is still incorrect, the first player must tell

them the answer.

5. The first player spins the bottle to find thespext player to draw a card from the deck. The game can

continue until ,each player has had a turn to arIlt Who Am I?"
40,1

PlY t,
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WHO AM I?

SAMPLE GAME

Player #1 pulls a card with the name Christopher Columbus written on it. The players, know that the deck

contains the names of explorers.

Sam: Did you discover an ocean?

Player #1: No.

Cheryl: Did you discover a country?

Player #1: Yes.

Roberto: Are you English?

Player #1: No.

Carl: Are you Italian?

Player #1: Yes.
ITO

Jessica: Did' you, believe that the world was round?

Player #1: Yes.

ti

David: Did you sail with three ships, the Nina, the Pinta, and the Santa Maria.

Player #1: Yes.

The players discuss the questions and answers and guess that the person is Christopher ColUmbus.

141 73 i
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Introductory Activities

a) The game can be introduced

The narrower the category,

0

WHQAM I?

HINTS FOR THE TEACHER

by using a iamiliar categoryuch as "people who work in our school."

the easier it will be for the players to discover who the person is.

b) Players can draw the cards and describe the persons,whose names are used in the game.

2. Other Hints

143

a) The categories can be changed frequently to coincide with current or past figures and classroom

studies (e.g., Names of presidents, local politicians, authors, fictional characters, scientists/

Afro-Americans, Native Americans). With a minimum of research the persons listed on pages 75-78

may be studied, then used in Who Am I? decks to reinforce the lessons.

b) The game may be varied by putting a few blank cards in the,deck. The player who draws a blank

card can be anybody she or he would like to be within the category given.

c) A number of decks relating to different categories can be prepared and available.for children

to choose from when playing this game.

d) The recommended grade levels for this game is second through fourth grade.

74



WHO AM I?

On this and the following pages is a sample list of famous Americans, the subje $40 their training,'*

and/or the area of cork in which they distinguished themselves. The list is compo

Europian7American, Native American, and Puerto Rican persons who played significa ship roles in

their cultural groups, made substantial contributions to the arts, business, con action, education, Indus-.

try, literature, medicine, science, and technology; orAwho, by their exploits d achievements, are prcei

nent in the nation's history.' Although. many of the names on the list may be unfamiliar .to some teachers,

biographical information about. each person is available in most standard desk' encyclopedias and some dic -

tionaries.

o.

Jane Addams

Pedro Albizu Campos

Susan Brownell Anthony

Joseph Louis Barrow (Joe Louis)

Thomas Hart Benton

Ramon Emeterio Betances

Mary McLeod Bethune

Clara Barton

Joseph Brant (Thayendanegea)

Andrew Carnegie

George Washington Carver

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (Mark Twain)

195

Social Work /Author/Nobel Laureate

Statesman/Jurist

Feminist /Abolitionist /Suffragette

Athletes Pugilist

Artists Painter/Teacher

Statesman

Educator

Humanist/Nurse/American Red Cross

Military/Statesman/Author

Industrialist/Philanthropist

Scientist: Chemist/Botanist/Inventor

Author/Journalist

75
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V

Roberto Clemente

Tyrus Raymond Cobb (Ty Cobb)

Jose de Diego

John Dewey

Emily Dickinson

Frederick Douglass

William Edward Burghardt Dubois

Thomas Eakins

Charles Eastman (Ohiyesa)

Thomas Alva Edison

Albert Einstein

Henry Ford

Robert Hutchings Goddard

William Christopher Handy (W.C. Handy)

MattW6 Alexander' Henson

Oliver Wendell Holmes

WHO AM I?

Athlete: Baseball

Athlete: Baseball

S tate sman/Jur of/Author/Drat° r

I

Educator/Phi losopher

Poetess

Abolitionist/Orator/Author/Diplomat L\

Social Scientist/Statesman/Historian/Author/Editor/

Encyclopedist/Educator

Artist: Painter/Sctlptor

Physician/Author

Scientist: Inventor/Chemist

Scientist: Physicist/Philosopher

Industrialist/Inventor/Philanthropist

Scientiit: Physicist/Aeronautical Engineer/Inventor

Artist: Musician /Composer /Author

Arctic Explorer

Jurist/Teacher/Editor/Author

76
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Eugenio Maria de Hostos

Chief Joseph (Hin-mah-too; ah-lat-kekht)

Martin Luther King

Thaddeus Koqciusko (Tadeusz Andrzej Bonawen-

tura KOsciuszko)

Abraham Lincoln

Chafles Atgustus Lindbergh

John Pierpont Morgan'

Anna Miry Robertson Moses (Grandma Moses)

John Muir

Lui MuziozMarin (El Vate)

Jesse Owens

Eli Samuel Parker (Donehogawa)

Robert Edwin Peary

Migue POU

,R Jacket (Sagoyewatha)

:Paul Robeson

.149

Educator/Statesman/Author

Statesman/Orator'

Clergyman/Statesman/Orator

Military: Revolutionary War Patriot

Statesman/Pragmatic Philosopher

Aviator/Author/Inventor

Financier /Industrialis t/Philanthropist

Artist: Painter

Conservationist/Explorer/Author

Statesman/Publisher/Editor/Journalist

Athlete: Track and Field Olympian

Statesman/Military/Civil,Engineer/Jurist

Arctic Explorer

Artist:. Painter,

StatraniMilitary/Oratoir:

Athlete/Juritt/Actot/Musitian/Political Leader

77
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Lola Rodriguez de Tio

Jack Roosevelt Robinson (Jackie Robinson)

John David !Rockefeller

John Augustus Roiling

Carl Sandburg

4

Augustus Saint-Gaudens

Sequoya

Poetess

Athlete :. Baseball

Industrialist/Philanthropist

Civil Engineer

Poet/Biographer/Historian/Journalist

Artist: Sculptor/Designer

Linguist/Educator

PL.

Sitting Bull (Tatanka Yotanka) Statesman/Military

John Steinbeck Author

MenrOaiiWa Tanner Artist: Painter

Tecuiseh (Shooting Star) Statesman/Military

,,Henry David Thoieau Naturalist hilosopher/Author

James Francis ThorPOBright Path) Athlete tball/Baseball/Track and Field Olympian

James Abbott McNeill Whistler Artist: Painter/Author

Walt Whitman Poet/Editor/Journalist

Frank Lloyd Wright Architect/Civil Engineer

k
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SIMILE

In Simile, a pair of players uses words in an imaginative way to complete a sentence using a simile, that
is, two words that express a comparison.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To encourage creative verbal expression.

s To use words in imaginative comparisons,

s To find solutions cooperatively.

s To understand, figurative Language constructions

and usage.

153 79

.,

4

AM
MATERIAL, 1

A deck of fifteen,.cax*
. Eac NIca41 )1140 ail /4-

complete sentence W4ttentiniiii)ilti:$0n,4ilis

a simile such as, ..1,11e 44 el silly a0..." '.

1,,!i\ 4r:Cards - 3" X5" '''

I :

'A bottle or a spinner.

,/
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SIMILE

GAME DIRECTIONS

1. This game is played by four to lix players. The players sit in a circle facing each other. One player

spins the bottle to find the first pair,

2. The pair picks a card and then confers as to how th4 will complete the sentence using a simile. They

should have at least three different answers. Then they read the card to the group. The group must

accept each word that is added to the developing sentence,

3. The pair takes turns giving their responses to the group. When they h#ve given all their answers, the

pair asks the other players if they know any other ways to complete the sentence using a simile.

4. The game continues until all known possibilities are exhausted.

5, If there are more than four players, the first pair spins the bottle to select the next pair.

A

80
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SIMILE

SAMPLE GAME

The pair draws a card from the Simile deck with the words "My skin is as soft as...." written on it. The

pair confers and then reads the sentence to the group.

Pair: My skins is as soft as....

Player #1: My skin is as soft as cotton.

Player #2: My skin ,0 as soft as silk.

Player #1: My skin is as soft as a summer's breeze. 6

Player #2: My skin is as soft ,as a baby's.

Player #1: We can't think of any more ways to complete the sentence. Can

anyone else?

Peter: My skin is as soft as a pillow.,

Elizabeth: My skin is as soft as a marshmallo;;.

157 81
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HINTS FOR THE TEACHER

troductory Activities

a) Review the use and definition of similes. To expand the children's knowledge of imaginative

expreesive constructions, it would be helpful, to introduce4the difference between a simile and

a metaphor. A metaphor is a statement which implies a comparison between two ideas or objects

He is a lion in a fight). A simile is'eslibtially the same as a metaphor except that

it expresses by means of such words as like and as, a comparison which the metaphor only

implies. ,

1

ti

SIMILE

I.

Have children become aware of the use of descriptive language by taking turns describing an

object using one word. Allow children to touch an object and then describe it (e.g., smooth,

cola, hard, sharp).

c) Put a few objects in a bag and have children feel them and then describe each object using a

simile.

feels as round as a ball.

It feels as smooth as an apple.

It feels as rough as sandpaper.

It feels square like a cube,

It feels thin and many-sided like a

It feels long and round like a str

d) Review the use of ellipsis marks to indidate omitted material.

2. OtherTints.

a) Underline the simile and include the ellipsis marks (four periods), on ach playing card.

b) Remind playerp to really.use their imagination.

c) This activity can help prepare children for poetry appreciation, poetry writing, and creative

writing. Children can start,by writing three to five lines using similes to describe an ob-

ject. Children should then be introduced to the descriptive words that are often used in

poetry and creative writing.

d

encil.

82
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SIMILE

d) Children should be reminded that when they form complete sentences using a simile, they must

compare two thinktl in the sentence. .

e) The sample list of Simile bases on the following pages represent some common forms that may be

used with children. Other Simile constructions can be introduced to malmthe game more diffi-
cult and challenging.

f) The recommended grade levels for this game are second through fourth.

tJ

1C1
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a bright as

as cold as

as crunchy as

as cute as

asdark as

as drOwsy is

as dull as

1.

as easy at

as funny as

1

V

EXAMPLES, OF SIMILE BASES

as high ,as is pointed as

as hard as

as hot as

as jagged a

as light as

as.lonely as

as long as

as loud as

as musty as

as fUrry as as muffled as

as happy as
t

at playful as

SIMILE

as quiet as

as ripe as

as rough as

as sad as

as short as

as sharp as

as silly as

as slimy as

. as slippery as

as smooth as

TY



as slow as

as soggy as

as sour as

as stern as

as strong as

as sweet as

as tall as

as wild as

as warm as

as wrinkled as

'feels like

4

0

85 i6.4

looks like

tastes like

smells like

sounds.like

acts,like

walks like

talks like
4

jumps like

plays like

is like

are like

1

SIMILE
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1.0111;,, WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF?

1
In What Would You Do If?, children artaiked to share, and compare their values concerning rea life situa-
tions.

0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
11-

To examine and develop valQ

To develop an understanding

0

values, opinions, and beliefs of others.

To develop 'a commitment to positive attitudes and values.

To expand creative expression.

To reinforce listening skills.

GAME MATERIALS

A deck of ten cards with two questions/statements, such as the

following written on each card. One question is written on

each side:

e.g., What would you do if your brother accidentally.

broke your new bike?

2. What would you do if you accidentally broke iciur

brother's bike?

The deck also contains two blaik cards.

Cards - 3" x 5"

A bottle or spinner.

87
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:A.

va playe :iciur:to eisiit sayers. One player spins the bottle to find the first player.

its Di circip ':.

t - .

..-

'2.. The first player. #aws'a,cald.fromthe deck and reads the first question to the group. The player

.
.

,

answers.thequeifi*'ihen the other players answer it in their tutn. The players may question the

consequence
.''f'eaCh;itsponse.

However,,discussion,should be briefs so that the.game does not take too
..m

long to comgl te. ..!'

. .

GAME DIRECTIONS

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF?

Players who do not want to answer must say, "I pail

4. After each player has answered, the first player reads the second question to the group. The same pro,

cedure is followed.

5. After each player has answered, the first player spins the bottle to find the next pliyer.

6. If a blank card is drawn, the player makes up two mirror-image type 'questions to ask the group.

I 40.,
tit ,
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SAMPLE GAME

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF?

The first player draws a card and reads the first question/statement that is written on it. "What would

you do if you found $5.00 in the street?"

Paul: I would go to see a movie.

Makeba: When could you go to the movies? You halit) go to school.

Paul: Well, I would go on Saturday.

Makeba: Your mother would find out and you would get in trouble..

Paul: I guess you're right. Then I would first tell my mother that

I found $5.00, and ask her if I could go to the movies.

Aida: I would buy something with the money.

Carlos: I would give the money to my mother.

14
Makeba: I would put the mondvin the bank.

Laura: I would buy a ball, a jump rope and two comic books.

Paul: Here's the second question. What would you do if you lost

$5.00 in the street? I wouldn't go home because I would he

\ scared.

Aida: I would go home and get more.

Paul: You couldn't get more money without telling your mother what

happened.

170
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WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF?

Aida: Then I'd borrow the money from my friend and pay him back from

my allowance each week.

Makeba: What friend would lend you $5.00?

Aida: Humm?

Carlos: I would look all over for the money.

Makeba: I would go home and tell my mother I lost the money and then

tell her I was. sorry.
*;';'.

Laura: I pass.

90
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HINTS FOR THE TEACHER

9.

1. Introductory Activities

WHAT WOULD YOU p( v0IF?

a) Have children role play using situations' in which real feelings are often concealed. Any kind

of potential or real problem situation is useful for role playing.

b) Begin values discussions by giving children questions that they,can easily relate to and also

require one word answers. (e.T.,'What is your favorite dessert?, What is your favorite color?,

What is your favorite T.V. show?)

c) Discuss with the children what values are; positive and negative values and how they might

arise; the importance of having a coherent, consistent set of values, Beyond that, the dis-

cussions of each set of question/statements should always foius on the meaning .and

quences of each response.

d) Values discussion could become a part of the daily routine. Just 5 minutes a day the class

can come together and share their values. Children can lead the group and make up their own

questions. Values discussions should focus on things that occur in everyday life. Daily dis-
cussions about situations that are relevant to children will help them to make reasonable de-

cisions and actions.

Other Hints

a) Players should respond in one to three sentences.

b) Players can give the same answers.

c) Once the teacher has transferred the control of the game to the children, she/he may remain

in the game as an obstrVer and then comment after the students have had a chance to think

things through for, themselves.

173
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WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF?

Children put themselves into two completely opposite situations when playing this game(i.e., seeing both sides of the story). The question/statements must express a mirror-image
by using the same basic facts in each situation or event.

e) IValues teaching can be incorporated into standard subject matter.

Example: A unit covered in class on environmental protection can

ut
evoke values clarifi on on children's personal

feelings and attit 'concerning polluted air, animals,
insects, water, radiation, etc. They may decide on a
plan of action to help conserve and improve the environ-
ment!

f) The recommended grade levels for this game are third and up.

4
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SAMPLE OF LIST OF VALUES QUESTIONS

WHAT WOULD Yovlborr

4

1. !What would you do if you got separated from your mother while shopping in a department store?

What would you' do if you foundll younger child who had gotten lost from his/her pother while shopOng

in a department store?

2. What would you 'do if

What would you do if

Wha uld you do if

,What would you do if

Wha would yob do if

'Wh would you o' if

,

Whet would you o if

What would you do if

6.- ' What 'would you do if

What would you do if

you got a poor report card?

you got an excellent repori card?

1 '

You were accused of stealing opt?

you believed someone,you )cnew stole your coat?

1

you were bulli AO'ligting a body/girl from schoof?

you saw 'a bull tartini a fight with another child?

you lost a rary bookP

you found a library book?

you lost the grocery m4hey77

'you found someone's grocery money?

7. What would you do if you saw another student chIpt on aitest?

What would you do if, you were given the answetsJo'the question Al on a .test?

, #

8. ,What would you do if ``your brother/sistervas'belng blaPed for someth1 A0ou did?"'

What would you do if yOu were blamed for something your brother/Sister:di 'ticg

'What would You do if

different one?'

What would you do if

'10.4 What would you do if

What would you do if

At

your sister was.,.watChing

you wete watching a. T.V:

you, were tlie,new,girl/b6

there wia (new boy/girl

r ,

,y1 '4

a T",V...:progiam at .f6,'e,time'you wath a

.
f. , .

4

progtam and your 'aisf 7000, to watehiliffeent one?
, 1 )

y in' class?,) "

irticlass? J

.1
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114, ETHER

4

JO

o

In Go:yogether, the pl6ers have to nacre objects that bkong to thee e ed on a common element,

,.rcharacteristic, or funCtlon.

k

180

'FAZING OBJECTIVES

To share in the4den Oication of objects with common

characteristics.

To use inductiv0easoning.

I

GAME MATERIALS

A deck of twelve cards. Each card has a statement, such as

the following,written on it:

e.g., Name things you sit on.

Name things used for air travel?

Name parts of your face.

Name things you drink.

The deck contains three blank cards.

4
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GAME DIRECTIONS

GO TOGETHER

1. This game is played by four to five players. Everyone sits in a circle,',' One person spins the bottle

to find the first plit of players.

c..1

, ,
;1i 1/ ,

te i

2. The pair draws a card from the Go Together; deck and reads the category. They confer quietly; to name it

leasti four objects that have the properties that the category requires.

The pair takes turns, giving the'first two clues and then asks the group, "Why do they go together?"

4. Each time an incorrett answer is given, the pair adds another clue to the list and asks 'Why do they

go together?"

5. If the players can not guess what the category is by the time the pair has exhaust all knbwon possibi-

lities, then the pair gives the answer. II
,

6. Ealrember of'the pair spins tlie bottle to find a new pair.

,L I

#
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SAMPLE GAME

The pair draws a card with the clue, "Name things'you use to travel,"

1r

player #1: Car.

Player #2: Bts.

Mayer #1: John, tell us'why these things go together?

John:, They each have four wheels.

11 .

Player #2:

Mary:

Player #1:

Ilk, Here is another clue: a motorcycle. Mary,

tell us why these thinip go together?

They go together because(they are things used on

the street.

To. Here is other.clue: an airplane. Edward,

ilftell us why 01 four things go together.

N,

Edward: They 4c together be4pse they are things you use

fir Ilavel.
. ,

Pairs .Ttlat!s right:
4,.

tto 40
0,.

4

NV. ,

I

k

GO TOGETHER
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HINTS FOR THE TEACHER

1. Introductory Activities

a) In Experiences, Connections give children practice in association.

GO TOGETHER

b) Review connections among items in the same,category. Use coMion things, (0.g., fru

banana, pear, peach; vegetables - carrots, peas, beans, etc.). Then introduce object

share more of an indirect link.

c) Introduce the children to some of tae categories .used thagame ring them namellitems

11
that belong to that group. Then have the children list the iteme' 4eshare a comMon'charac-

teristic and have the group name the category.

2. Other Hints

a) Children should be told to look for less (vious connections among the items.

bt4 They should be familiar with the tjects, things or people to be named.

c) When players draw a blank card; they are t make up their own category and the clues.

d) This game can be adapted to review specific subject matter covered in class. Refer to the

examples on the following page.

e) The recommended grade levels for this game areigcond through fourth.-

Ct
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EXAMPLES OF CURRICULUM TOPICS.

Name countries that import oil.

Name countries in South America.

Name co tries in North America.

Same Presidents.

Name inventors.

Naze holiggys.

fp
Name countries in Africa.

Name African tribes.

Name Congressmen.

, Name th sent cabinet members.

,Name.Revolutionary War heroes.

Name 'famous black people.

Name rivers in the United States.

NimeIndian tribes.

45
Name states with Indian nameg.-,

1 8
.99

Name mammals.

Name insects.

Name reptiles.

Name objects that float.

Name objects that sink.

)

Name objects made from steel.

GO TOGETHER
4

Name differint species of birds.

Name animals Oat live on the desert.

Name different types of fish.

Name different types of plants.

'Name different types of flowers.

Name the parts of a plant.

Name things made from wood.

1

Name different types of trees.

6

Name the4ifts of,a battery.

VQ
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12. HOW DO YOU DO IT?

In the. game, Ho'w Do You It?, tone player acts out a variety of activities in the manndt desCribed by a

particular adverb. The ether players try to generalize from his actiions and guess what the adverb is.
.

,o

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To reinforce vocabulary development.

To role play a variety of activities,.

To .practice inductive,, reasoning.

192

, GAME, MATERIALS

A deck of ten cards. Each card has an adverb such

as suickly or slowly written on iti

Cards 21/2" x 3".

A bottle or spinner.

I
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HOW DO Y

GAME'DIRECTIONS

DO IT?

1. This game is played by four to six players. Everyone sits in a circle. 'The deck of cards is placed

face down in the middle of the circle, One person spins the bottle to find the first player.

The first player takes a card from the deck and reads the word slower printed on it.

3. Each person in the gro4asks the player a question about how he performs a particular activity, e.g.,

"HoW do yob s t?"

4. The player answers, "I eat like this" and then pantomimes eating slowly.

5. After each person has asked a question they discuss what they have seen and make three guessed about

what they think the adverb is. If they do not guess correctly, the player shoul0 tell them what the

°correct adverb is.

The first layer places his paid face up and spins the bottle to find the 'next player to draw a card

from the debk. The game can continue until each playeOlas had a turn to act out an adverb.

4

194
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SAMPLE 6'AME

Joe draws the word, happily, from the deck.

Ann asks, "How do you sleep?"

Tom asks, "How do you wash dishes?"

Richard asks, "How do you walk to school?"

Pat asks, "How do you read a book?"

Rhonda asks, "HoW do you .get drOpiled?"
L

Joe mimics each actiolvwith abroad smile on/his face.

The other playeri guess that the tgord is gladly, happily,
or joyfully: Joe tells theist the adverb is ilappily. Joe
spins the bottle to find. the n6xt'pllayer.to draw a 9ard.

I

1.03
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MINTS FOR'THE ,TEACHER

1. , Introductory Activities

a) Discuss the differenc between aljectives end apv rbs with

nouns. Adverbs modify verbs, adjectives or other adverbs.

adverbial form of the wordsUe., glidly, not glad).

2. Other tints

0
a) Another vePsiOn of this gaml, which can also be used as an introductory activity, is to inform

° children that thb adverb beini'acted out is one of four%adverbs and then proceed to namethe

four, or list them on the board-. The same ,proceeds as described in steps 3 to 6, under GAME
DIRECTIONS

,

4

4

A

HOW DO YOU DO ,IT?

S

P

the children.. Adjectives modify

Teach the children ~to ube the

b) The 'players must be familiar with and able, to read the adverbs contained in the card deck.

c) If players are shy, two players at a:time can act as a team to carry out the actions.

1r
d) The. game may be varied by putting a few blank cards in the'deck. The player who draWs a blank

card can use any adverb he or she wants.

ft
,

e) Use the familiar adverbs to introduce the game to children. Once children have had practice

playing the game, less,familiar adverbs (or abstract adverbs) can be added to the deck. The

adaptation described in Part 2, a) can then be, used to familiarlip children with the new

adverbs.

0
re may be more than one adverb that can be used to describe the activity that is being

ac d out, e.g., happily, joyously, merrily. When this occurs, the players should be in-

structed,to tell the group.that their guess was not the word he/she was looking for, but also

can betsed to describe the activity. This should'provide a clue as to what the adverb really

is.

(

A sample list of adverbs in tie ix form is provided for refere

adverts that are easy to pantomime.

h) The repommended,grade lvels for this game are second throu

104
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angrily

blindly

breathlesAy

calAully

eagerly

enthusiastically

gently
4

HOW DO YOU DO IT?

SAMPLE LIST OF ADVERBS

gla y lightly playfully

.4

grac fully li4ely quickly
`

guiltily loudly quietly

happily merrily sadly

hatefully , miserably softly

.'

.

joyously \ nervously tearfully

,

i
A

:

.

,

lazily' painfully . weakly

\

105
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I 13.. DUET

4

In Duet, two childrenere give three sentences nd then all to, make up a story using he sentences as the
)

start of the beginning, middy; and end of story
.

4'

/1UTo understand th§,f

tion.

LEARN' G OBJECTIVES

!
r

!

of story construe-

4 To promote creative qerbal expression.

To recall verbalyinformition.

To reinforce listening skills.

To develop 'a story cooperatively.

4' !TRIALS

A deck of twenty-four cards. Each card has a sentence

'written on it: ,

e.g., 1. They went shopping.

2, I went to the movies.

3. Peter's mother called him from the

window.

Cards - 3" x 5".

A bottle or spinner.

107
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1

1. This game

find

The pair

slip as.

The pair

of the

Upon cam

group.

start; t

Each pla

GAME.DIRECTIONS

DUET

is played by fourlto eight players.. Everyone sits in a circle. One person spins the bottle

e first pair of iDlayers. They,draq three cards from the Duet deck.

etly confer, in another part of the room, as to how to make up a story using each.seni

e beginning'of one of the parts of the story (i.e., the beginning, the middle or the end).

ake turns telting each pfrt of the story._ At least one sentepO'mtst be added to each one

tial sentence to form thee short paragraphs. )

etion of the storyi, the pair red each one, of the i

en aiter each sentence the pair asks t4sgroup which

beginning, the mid le or the end?

itial sentences (out of order) to the

part of the story did.that sentence

1

r has one turn t6 i en4fy theico9ect pol.tion'of each sentence.

If the group is. unable to iden ify the proper sentence, then the pair gives the answer.

7. Each Member of the pair spins the bottle to find a 4ew pair.

2o5

ion

Of

ei



SAMPLE GAME

A poir draws three cards from the Duet deck with the fo g sentences written on them.

1) His mother called him from the window. 2) Don't be afraid. 3) They had all gone to thip beach.

/

Player #1: His mother celled him from the window. She called and ed, but
,

Peter did not answer.

Player #2:' They had all gone to the beach. Peter, Jane, Elizabeth, and David hAd

gone swimming since it was, such a hot day. They were having so much

fun they had forgotten to go home for lunch.

Player #1: Don't be afraid, Jane told Peter. I'll go home with you and help ex-

plain to your mo her.

Pair: Here are the se tences again. Don't be afraid. Was that sentence the

start of the beginning, middle or end of the story?

4

John: It was the beginning of the middle.

Pair: No, t wasn't,

Melvin: It was the start of the en4of the story.

Paii: Right.

Pair: His mother called him from the window. Which part did t44 sentence

start? 1
o

,

,Debbie: That started the beginning of the story.

Pair: That's right.

207
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j

FTIr: The had a11-gone to the .11ach.

I
, 0

kcInel: Th t,sentence started the middle.

o

p

114
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HINTS FOR THE TEACHER

'1. Intrdductory Activities :

a) In Experiences, Knot sloa helps develop skills in, kory telling.

DUET

b) Children shofild be encouraged to relate their experiences on classroom and ily outings.'

Show how school trips and family excursions can be divided into & beginning, mid e and end..

c) Children can be introduced to writing stories by having to describe their own art rk or

writing bout meaningful gleriences.
o

d) 'Read a familiar story to the children. Have them paraphrase the beginning, middle and end

parts of it. Discuss why the middle is themiddle, where the middle begins, etc. Get the

children's feelings about the different parts.

e) Give each group three picture cards and/or halit them'select three picture cards. Have children

coopeiatively mike up lodes from the pictute cards. One'card should denote the beginning,

one thea4dle and one the end of their story.

Have tiltchildren choose a groupL\of items in the roam and,make up a story around them.f)

2. Other Hints

et

a) Players should be urged to keep their stories to thret paragraphs. Paragraphs should also be w

kept tq a minimum--three to five sentences..

,

b) Story telling and s(ory development can effectively lead to creative story writing. ,Discuss

with'children the formula for story writing; ,a beginling, a problem or issue, a high point or

climax, a solution, and an ending. Suggest topics or story starters to foster creatii writing.
Allow ,a flexib lassroom schedule for adequate development of the stories.

-. ) 1

'lc) As children devel p skills in story telling and story development, increase the difficulty of

this game by havi them develop longer paragraphs. v

d) The recommended grade levels for this game are third and up.

211
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Content Applications

A

The Solutions games Should be intrdduced using persOns, jects, and experiences with which the chil-

en are familiar. This approach will enable them o become comfortable with the game procedures in a

n tural, interesting way. Once a game is learned, however, the game's content should always, be correlated

with specific academic objectives. In addit oral dommunication skills the Solution games teach and

reinforce the kinds of problem solving and logical reasoning skills that are not often included directly in

i a school's curriculum. Once children learn to exercise these forms of cognition they will normally apply

them in many different subject areas and situations.

Following are examples of wayAn which different cont an be used in some of-theSolutions games.

GAME
. CONTENT EXAMPLE

,

No Name Sequen.e

,

\

1

,

. .

V

.

Sets of objects or animals

may be described. The game

can be adapted so that the

players use pictures that

are related in form and IA

use (e.g., types within a

category).
,

.

1

.

,

Science: Birds (zoo ) Ecology

0'

,

A player describes five. to hht picture; of dif-

ferent types of birds and their habitats.

.

2

Music/Communications:k Drums

t Nh

A player dtscribes five to eight pictures of dif-

ferent types of drums and their functions in re-

creation, ritual, or as communication media.

Tre ure Hunt
,

.

A grip is used as a game

'boar . Players fill in the

grid boxes to find then ''

answer. .

A player shades in two rows

down end, four boxes across

to get the answer. '

.

Numbers are printed vertically )1nd horizontally

on a grid. The numbers can range as high or as

low as phe curriculum demands. A deck of cards .'

'are used with multiplication problems printed On

each card (e.g., 2 x 4 m ?) .,

The first number indicates how many rows down are

to be shaded. The second number indlates the t

number of boxes across to be shaded. The game

continues until all of the problems are solved.

-,,,

212
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GAME CONTENT

.

EXAMPLE
,

Bins and Boxes

'._

A variety of objects are

classified according to

groups or.categories. Real

objects or pictures of bb-

jects'can be sed.

,

A
,

i

Foods: meat, mashed'potatoes, jello soup,

ice cream

Utensils: fork, spoon, soup 'spoon, knife, butter

knife

Seasons: spring, fall, winter, summer

Clothing: bathing suit, sweater, scarf, gloves,

raincoat

Riddles

D

, Objectsare described,using

three of their characteris-

tics. The game can be

adapted so that objects or

people within a specific

category are used.

Science: Weather

I arrive in the winter.

I cover everything in white.

You can ski on me.

Wile am I? (Answer: snow)

°A.

Word Addition

.

.

'

Players have to form a can -

plete simple sentence by add-

ing one word at a time. The

game can be adapted so that

the cards with the begfnning

phrases have two or more words

written on them that relate to

a specific subject.

Science: Air

,

The boat.... '

I float because....

In the ocean....

Metal sinks....

Social Studies: Famous Persons

Cabeza de Vaca, or ilvar Ndfiez.... ,

Mary McLeod Bethine established....

Matthew Brady, a....

Thomas Jefferson, the....'

.

f

Social Studies: Cities

The founder, of Chicago....

In 1871, Chicago....

Chicago Was the first site of an unique architec-

tural form,....

2t9
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GAME
.

CONTENT EXAMPLE

Who Am I?

,

Questions are asked to draw Variation--WHAT AM I?
,,,

.inferentes and then'develop

aehypoihesis. The game can

be adapted to introduce names

Category: Objects found in the kitchen. '.

or pictures of objects Player 1 selects the picture of a refrigerator.

(What am I?). The objects

should all be within a par-

,

1st Child: Does tap water come out of it?

ticular category. Player 1: No.

2nd Child: Do you sit on it?

, Player 1: No.

3rd Child: Do you cook on it?

Player 1: No.

$

. 4th Child: Does it keep food fresh and cold?

Player 1: Yes.

The players discuss the questions and answers and

conclude that it is a refrigerator.

10

Simile , Sentences are completed with

similes. The game can be

Science: The, Moon

0

adapted so that card decks The moon is as, bright as....

contain sentences about sub- Half of the moon is as dark as....

ject matter that was studied The moon is as wrinkled as....

recently. The moon looks like....

What Would You Do If? Players respond to two-sided Science: The Environment

,. values questioniconcerning

present day situations. The What would you do if you had to move, so that the

game can be adapted to include house you live in could be torn down and replaced

questions about a specific with a parking lot?

curriculum. It may also be What wiiuld.you do if your best friend, had to move,

changed to "How Would You Feel so that'ihe house she/he lives in could be torn

If....?", "What Would You Think down and replaced with a parking lot?

If....?" and so on.

,.,

114'



GAME'
,

0
CONTENT, /--BNAMPLE

....%

Go. Together

,I

.
. .4

, .-

"

9 '

.i

o,

1

J

'Obje4s are classified accord-

ing 'to a coma characteristic.

The, game can .be adapted to re-

view specific4subject matter

within a category.

t

,

,

.011=11116=111

f

Science; Trees (Botany) ,

..

Name the different types of trees found in the

United States. i

Name the parts of a tree.

Name the types of trees in this region (state,

city, county).
4

Nape objects made from wood.

Name fruits that grow on trees.
,

.),, i

How It?

1

'(''

Q

0.,

.Adverbs are a ted out, A

variation of the game can be

used with verbs. ( "What Ai

1 Doing?") Verbs aralii-

sented inithe gerundive form,

,i.e., ".:,ing:

,

\ .

Variation - WHAT AM I' DOING?

..

,l. The first player picks a card and reads it to

himself.
.

f

2. The player pantomimes the Verb (i.e.,, pressing)

and then asks the rest of the group, "What Am

; Doing?"
,

3. The player on the r aanswers
0

ilgh nswers first with a

sentence. "You arelotogrig your shirt."

4. If incorrect, the,neit player on the right

tries to guess what tOeyerb is (and so on).
.

5. When a player gives the correct answer, the .

.,. 0,

first player then,apins' the bottle to find the

next player to draw a card from the deck.

Duet

,

Three sentences are used as

the basis for developing a

story'. The game can be

.adapted so that the sentences

in the deck relate to4peci=

fic curriculum content,

7k

SOCIAL STUDIES: Cities

1. New York City has five boroughs.

2. New York is "melting pot.'"

3. There are over 7 million people living in

New York City. .

4. New York City has the largest underground sub-

way system in the United States.

5. The tallest "buildings in New York City are the

Twin Towers of the World Trade Center.

115



CONVERSATION GAMES IMPL'IENTATION CHECKLIST
4

DIRECTIONS

The Checklist and the Corrective Procedges on the following pages were designed primarily for observ-

ersteacher trainers, supervisors, and admiiistrators--who are not usually assigned to daily classroom

teaching, and the directions were written for them. Teachers may, however, use the Checklist to assess and,

if necessary, improve their own iaplementation of the games.

The basic information on the school, personnel, class, and time period should be completed before one's

observations are recorded. The Checklist may be used for the entire year. Normally, the school year is

divided into three periods: depending on when the year begins, the end of the first period is sometime

during October and Noveger; the second period ends in February or, March; and the third period ends in the

last month of school.

Please keep in mind that the recorded responses to each of the Checklist items is intended as a cumula-

-live record of several separate classroom observations dnring different times of the day, over three or four

months. Circle the, letter in the period which best fits your obserVations of each item. Y Yes, the item

accurately describes how the games were played in the claseioom. N No, the item does not describe the

implementation of the games in the classroom during the period. I m Insufficient basis for determining

whether the item was implemented.

At the And of the second and third reporting periods circle P skrOgress, in addition to N, if some

progress toward implementation was made and maintained throughout the period, but the level WA8 too low to

circle Yes.

220
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Teacher/Teaching Team:

Date: Number of Children:_

'First Period Second Period........toL___; Third Period _..,,_,,,.to,

1:.......,........wi----,.a.....,..i..,..,,...,....m--o...omw-kamwo..."

FOR TEACHERS'

FIRST

PERIOD

SECOND

PERIOD

THIRD

PERIOD

INIyNIPYNIP'
1. The materials needed to play the games are attractively prepared

and readily accessible to the children without adult. assistance,

. All players, including the teacher, are seated in the same way.

. All of the. players can see each other.)
4. Introductory activities are .used when necessary.

5. The ,teacher models and supports,a relaxed conversational style.

6. The teacher introduces the game by Teaching-From-Within.

7. The teacher avoids repeating what the other players say.

.....6-------.1----.....--4
8. 'The teacher avoids correcting the children's language du!ing the game.

9. All of the players obey the game rules.

10. -"Then the children have learned the gaze, the leaves (Transfers

Control to) them to play it by themselves.

..., ,

11. The game is used to teach and reinforce content related to current

learning objectives.

12. The teacher and/or aide uses the CONVERSATION GAMES to teach children

about their environment, 6mmunity and cultures.

,,
i
.,

13. During the school year, child4n in grades K - 1 sear i apt least six

CONVERSATION GAMES and children in grades 2 - 6 learn at least.nine

CONVERSATION GAMES.

._.________.................-....:......,---....

222 117
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7

FOR PLAYERS

FIRST

PERIOD

mo.....,..moi.m..mm.

SECOND

PERIOD

TIRD

PERIOD

YNIYNIP.YN1P
4-----------m-*mmm....mpaftmomki.i.o.g.

k

14. The players .choose the game the group will play, by using a

spinner, by voting or by some other means.
,.. )

15. All of the players know the name of the activity.

16. The players follow the rules of the game.
*

17. Other players assist any p er who does not or cannot yet

follow the rules of a gam .

18. All of the players look at each other when speaking.

19. All of the players are actively involved in the game.

........

20. The players call on each other for questioli or clarifica-tion.------
4-.----.....-_----.---,--.....---.---

21. The players listen carefully to each other.

22. The players ask each other to repeat Oi speak louder if

they haven't heard what was said.

23. The game is played Alperatively.
. ,

24. The players give each other positive feedback whenever

appropriate.
,

217 Effective Transfer of Control is achieved:. the children are

able to play the game without adult supervision,

26. The players select' independently the content for a specific

game from materials that are prepared by, the.Teaching Team.

27. The players are ablgto show a newcomer how to play a game. Y

.

.

TOTAL
.

224
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CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES

The corrective procedures below contain suggestions for transforming a "no" on the Checklist to a "yes".

The rationale for each item is given to serve as a guide for devising other corrective techniques.

ITEM

1. The materials needed to play'

the gams are attractively /

prepared and readily accessi-

ble to the children without

adult assistacce.

2. All players, including the

teache are seated in the

same wa

)

226

RATIONALE

1. Children's incerest and

attention may easily be lost

if they have to wait while

the telper gathers the

mount materials.

2. When adults are seated in a

different way from the chil-

dren (e.g., on tall chairs

when the children sit on

lower chairs, or seated in

chairs whin the children are

on the floor) it creates a

psychologiCal distance be-

tween them and tends to in-

crease the likelihood that

children will speak to the

adults and igndie their

peers.

119

CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

1. Read the game directions care-

fully. Prepare the materials

and havekthem readily availa-

ble be* the children gather

to lean the game. The mate:.

rids for each game should be

stored in containers in an

accessible location, e.g., on

low shelves, in a storage

closet.

2. The players can sit at a

table, in chairs, or on the ,

floor. Explain that it is im-

portant for everyone to be

able to see each other and

that it helps the whole group

to share equally in a conver-

sation if everyone is seated

in the same way.
4
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CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES

ITEM RATIONALE CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

3. All of the players can see

each other.

payers tend to be more in-

volved and are more likely

to remain interested when

they can see those with whom

they are speaking. Looking

at the person who is speak-

ing increases the likelihood

that a message will be re-,

ceived ately.,

Introductory activities are 4. Teachers need to reviei

used when necessary. other, s games, commu-

nication activities or

skills before'introducinga

new game. Relevantakill

lessonsIgtivitleolsor d s-

cissions Should pr,

gamcin order. to he

the childOn'tinteiesti,

5. The teacher models and sup-

ports a'relaxed converse-

, 'tional style.

4

4
'5. 14;erit'llarn bddbserviqg

d. imitat4g the 'behaviors

of adult; 60 othei children.

tead40,0004,enthusi-

asm, intern 4ndfitesure ko

durinsplai! he dhildpen

will also.
cs'

4.,

.12Q,

r

1 1

Rearrange the space and/or'

furniture so all the players

can see each other. Sitting

in a circle is a good device

for insuring eye contact and

visibility. Play seated on

the floor.

Read the game procedurel, in-

iroductory activities, and

WS FOR THE TEACHER sec-

tions carefu;ely. Review the

learning obleFtivea liste4

for each game.

9 05

Remember that 4the CONVERSATION

OHS are meant te be fun to

gay.. The teacher would be

familiar and coifortab,le with

.a game beforeantroducing4it

to chfildrei:', 'I

°



' CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES

ITEM RATIONALE CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

6. The teacher introduces the

game by Teaching-From-Within.

6. Teaching-From-Within re-

quires teachers to assume

the role of a player in or-

der to teach children the

game rules and content, and

to model the appropriate

social behaviors during play.

7. The teacher avoids repeating 7. If the teacher repeats what

what the other players-say. each player says, the players

will understand that they

should not speak to the whole

group directly. The teacher

is, by her behavior, saying,

No one will bear you or pay

Iattention to you unless

deliver your message for

you." Repeating encourages

the players to address all

their remarks to the teacher

rather than to eeph other.

It leads childrei to believe

that what they say to their

peers is less important and

discouriges initiative.

The

the

the

teacher avoids correcting

children's language during

game.

230

8. The criteria fer effective

communication should be the

meaning and content of a

6. Teachers must introduce' a game

by actively participating as

players. They may withdraw

from a game only after the

Children have mastered its

rules and content.

'Repeating is a'common habit

that may be difficult to

change. Whenever the impulse

to repeat occurs, try to make

a reinforcing comment instead.

For instance, .instead of re-

peating a question that a.

player has asked, say, "That's

a good question." Repeating

is often done without being

aware of it.

8. Review the learning objectives

for a game before playing it

with the children. During

121 231



ITEM RATIONALE

CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES

CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

8. (Continued)

9. All of, the players obey the

.game rules.

8. player's response, not how.,

the player ipeaks. Children

must be encourage to,commu-

nicate freely, before'they.

learn to communicate pre-

cisely. Adults who focus on

correcting the form of chil-

dren's oral comminicati6ns--

even when their messages are

clear - -will discourage them

from communicating at all.

9. The games ta% en ,developed

to accomplir =cific edui7

cational Oh, ..,ii. Vary

the rules onk after the ba-

sic format Well under

stood.

10. When the children have learned 10. Children should develop a

a game, the teacher leaves sense of responsibility.for

(Transfers Control to) them to their own learning -includ-

play it by themselves. ing making decisions, taking

action and evalpating their

progress. .pnce they have

learned a game, feedback

from other player's will

h4p them to play more ef-

featively, °

122

8. play, focus on the objectives

and try to determine whether

each child is progressing

towards mastering them,

9. Review the rules for each gime

before presenting it to the

players.

10, Review Checklist items 14 -

28, These procedures will

help the children develop oe

management skills necessary

to play the games indepen-

dently.

233
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CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES

S

ITEM RATIONALE
CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

11. The game is used to teach or

reinforce content related to

current learning objectives.

12. The teacher and/or aide uses

the CONVERSATION GAMES to

teach children about their

environment, community, and

cultures.

234

11. The CONVERSATION GAMES were

developed to enhance chil-

dren' con -

ceptu 1 skills, and as vehi-

cles

communication and con-

cles or traditional subject

matter. Once teachers and

children become familiar with

thd games,ithe original con-

tent may be changed to teach

and reinforce other subjects.

11. Review the learning object

tives listed for each, game as

well as the Content Applica-

tions.

12. Childien's cultures, communi- 12.

ties, and physical environ-

ments are essential aspects

of their being. Information,

materials; and activities

,about tie social and physical

matrix in which they develop

should be incorporated into

curricula, in ()icier to faci-

litate the children's learn-

ing, to reinforce their sense

of worth, to promote interest

and pride in their communi-

ties. ,

123

Refer to theilliTS FOR THE

TEACHERS sections at the ea

of the games and to the Con-

tent Applications for curri-i

culum ideas. Ask the chil-

dren, their parents, local

Ilerchant!, and persons who

provide services to the com-

munity for curriculum ideas.

2'5



CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES

/13. During the sciool year, chil-

dren in gradei K-1 learn at

least six CONVERSATION 'GAMES,

and children it grades 2-6

learn at least nine CONVERSA-

TION GAMES.

14. The players choose the game

the group will play by using

a spinner, by voting, ,or by

some other means.

13. Oral communication is a

basic skill that reflects

the range of information

and understanding A person

has acquired. Children

need to practice communica-

ting in order to learn how

to express their ideas and

feelings precisely and sen-

sitively. The CONVERSATION

GAMES were developed to

achieve and reinfotce those

goals in an enloyalge with

within the framewctk of ,

traditional academic sub-

jects. The sooner children

learn the forms and" content

of the original games, the

sooner new curriculum-con-

tent may be used

14. Higher levels of motivation

and learning occur when

children are 'permitted to

select their activities.

The selection procOures

also give children practice

in decision-making, in

124

13. Atithe beginning of each

s400l year devise a sched-

ule to ensure that the sug-

gested minimum number of

games will be introduced to

the children.

14. Show the children how to use

the Sa4tioni spinner and

other selection methods used

in the games, and explain

why they are used, i,e., that

the various methods give them

opportunities to choose in a

2



Wm .
ITEM RATIONALE

CORRECTIVE PROCEDT6

,4)

CORRE ORE

14. (Continued) 14. handling compromise situa-

tions, and in cooperative

play.

1 way minimizes conflict;

that theyrather than an

adult'--will be expected to

select some of their own

learning activities in do')

classrboms.

15. All, of the players know the 15. Although people can do things, 15, T

and have experiences without \-\

necessarily labeling them, . LY

most, often humans create

names for objects, recurring

forms of experience and phe-

nomena. Labeling and cate-

gorizing are conceptual

forms with some value in,

their own right; equally

pOrtant, they will help the,

children to distinguish simi-

lar but different games and

their content.

name of the activity.

16, The players follow the rules 16, Riles provid the structure

of the game. and .define the ntent for

all forms of social inter-

actions. Games rules are de-

signed to facilitate play,

and to ensure equitable par-

125

the players the names

game each time it is

16. Teachers should help children

understand the importance of

rules, in general. Before

the start of a new game, have

the players review the game

rules and explain the reasons



ITEM RATIONALE

CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES

CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

16. (Continued) 16. ticipation by all of the

player; according to the

roles which the rules define.

17. ether players assist any 17,

player who does not or cannot

yet follow the rules of a

game.

The CONVERSATION GAMES 'are

designed to be played coop-

eratively, All of the

players are expected to help

each.other meet the game

objectives.

16, for them.

17. Model helping, cooperative

behavior. Offer assistance

to players who do not under-

stand or have difficulty

following the rules.

18. All of the players look at 16, Although in some cultures in 18.

each other when speaking. some situation') speakers do

not look directly at the per-

son they are addressing, it

is more usual to do so. The

reason for the custom of

looking directly at a plason

to whom one is speaking is

related to the effectiveness

of verbal communication:

When speakers and hearers

face each other directly

there is less chance that the

message will' not be received

clearly and the physical be-

haviors (e.g., a smile: ges

tires of the face, head, handl,
20

126

Model this behavior, Look at

the person to whom.you are

Ilmi

speaking. ell the Sayers

by name. nd the players

to look at ach other when

they are asking for or giving

feedback.



ITEM

18. (Continued)

19. All of the players are ac-

tivply involved in the game.

r.)

CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES

CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

1.8, body) that are a part of all 18.

oral communication are also

visible.

"

19. Direct experience,. i.e. 19.

Zoning; llow, is the most

effective ,way to. aesimilite

knowledge and acquire skills.

20. The playersccall on each 2 Ike conversation the res-

. other for questions or cia- ponsibility for both quis-

rification. tioneand statements should

. be shared among all particid

pants:

I cm children seem uncom-

fort-le with, resist, or

lack confidence to play

a gams, e teacher should

till to det-- ne why the

,children are t enthusiastic

about the game, nd on the

basis of that kn edge de-

vise sensitive ways oper-

suaae the children to lay.

20. Model this behavior. Iist

carefully `to the players and

look directly at them

they speak. Provide

reinforcement to the gay

who model this behkvilecr

21. The players listen carefully 21. Listening is an'importent 21.,

to each other. function in its own right.

It is essential to effective

communication. Onelpust

listen carefully in order to

* Sort out different kinds of

127

Model this behavior. Like

carefully to the players and

look directly at them when

they speak. Provide positive

reinforcement to the players

who model this behavior.

243



CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES,,

ITEM RATIONALE CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

21. (Continued)

22. The players ask each other

to repeat or speak louder,

if they haven't heard what

was said.

23. The game is played/ coopera-

tively.

21. information or to solve pro- 21.

blems that are presented

orally, Communication is an

interdependent process in-

volving sending and receiving

(i.e., listening) massages of

one kind or another.

22. Communication must always be

carried out in reference to

other persons. If the

speaker isn't understood,

communication is not effec-

tive.

23. Cooperative, non-competitive

settings enable .a greater

number of persons to learn

More. When players work to-

gether, the objectives of

game (and the learnings

contains) will be achieved

more readily. Cooperation

enhances the communication

of ideas and feelings.

128

22. Model this behavioii. If it

seems that the players have

not understood what another

has said, encourage ,,them to

ask the player to repeat it.

23. Teachers must take great care

to underscore the cooperative

and/Or non-competitive nature

of the CONVERSATION GAMES.

Explore with students the

meaning and importance of co-

operation. Provide positive

reinforcement for cooperative

and supportive behavior. Mo-

del cooperative behavior as

a player.
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CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES

ITEM RATIONALE

24. The players give each other

positive feedback whenever

appropriate.

CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

24. A supportive, positive At-

mosphere encourages initia-

tive and inquiry.

25. Effective Transfer of Control ,25.

As achieved: the children

are able to play the game

without adult supervision.

26. The players can select inde- ,26,

pendently the content for a

specific game' from materials

that are prepared by the

Teaching Tsai.

When children have learned

to play a game it is no

longer necessary for the

teacher to continue as a

player. Transferring con-

trol of the game to the

children permits them to

manage their learning, and

frees the teacher to attend

to other obligations in the

classroom.

Since games are the media

through which children learn

all manner,pf things, there

is little ieason why they

should be dependent on teach-

ers tcOispense game mate-

rialgi'If children know a

129

24. Model this behavior by being

1x:operative and supportive

of the other players. Focus

on the positive rather than

on errors. Compliment chil-

dren for asking good ques-

tions and for positive, in-

telligent comlents._

25. Follow the Teaching -From-

Within process described on

page' 7 of the. Introduction

to this manual.

r ,

.

26. the Ohildyeit14#1:

the ,,ityper mateipli,,th4
are lOalitibliimIr teatictian. '
Allow :tie to .aselist,

gle;ect.n 1,04e game cOlif

tent, -Ericol4ge
.t?',Freatel donteht appropriate'



CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES

ITEM RATIONALE CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

26. (Continued)

I

27. The players are able to show

a newcomer how to play a

game.

26. game reasonably wellol, they

will be able to play it with objectives.

'any appropriate content,.

Teachers should not have to

spend their time dispensing

and collecting (i.e., man-

aging) materials. Children

should be taught the respon-

sibility for, such routine

matters,

26. to current instructional

27. Players must be thoroughly

familiar with an activity

before being able to teach

it to others. This is the

ultimate goal of transfer-

ring control of play to the

children.

130

27. While participating as play-

ers, teachers should give the

children frequent opportuni-

ties to lead or play the

major role(s) in games,

21J
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